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 There have been many attempts to characterize and mimic natural fluid-based 

adhesive systems. However, very few of these studies have examined surface or 

interfacial interactions between adhesive and substrate. Furthermore, until now no study 

has used a combination of surface analytical and kinematic techniques to determine the 

precise chemical mechanisms that govern the success or failure of a natural adhesive in 

different environments. The work presented here demonstrates how the composition, 

order and relative orientation of adhesive molecules at functional interfaces can be 

determined using complementary surface analytical techniques.  

 Initially, the chemical makeup and pressure-sensitive nature of frog mucus was 

examined with Near Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS) Spectroscopy and 

Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) Vibrational Spectroscopy to determine if mucus 

glycoprotein molecules located at the mucus-prey interface formed fibrils during prey 

capture. NEXAFS sampled photons associated with bond orbitals of molecular bonds 

within the top few nanometers of the interface while SFG measured order-sensitive 

intensity of vibrational modes at this same surface with sub-monolayer resolution. 

NEXAFS images at the N1s and C1s K-edges at two incident x-ray angles were collected 

by rastering the x-ray beam at across the surface of the mucus, showed that surface 

chemical bonds associated with glycoproteins were uniformly distributed. Angle-resolved 

NEXAFS experiments and SFG spectra indicated a glycoprotein tertiary structure 



consistent with fibril formation and methyl and methylene groups on amino acid side 

chains oriented normal to fibrils on the surface.  

 Next, insect tarsal fluid adhesive was investigated, utilizing SFG spectroscopy to 

probe the presence of ordered molecular bonds at the functional interface between 

adhesive fluid and substrate. Fluid footprints of a model species, the seven-spotted 

ladybird beetle, were collected on three substrates with varying surface energies and 

hydrophobicities. Film thickness and roughness were determined with profilometry and 

atomic force microscopy respectively to ensure only smooth surfaces were tested. 

Resulting SFG spectra revealed that the chemical environment at the interface was not 

affected by substrate hydrophobicity. However, the ordering of observed hydrocarbon 

groups within the fluid increased with a corresponding increase in substrate 

hydrophobicity. The interfacial layer of beetle adhesive fluid was determined to promote 

lubrication of foot contact, rather than adhesion. 

 Building upon these results, a biomimetic adhesive fluid inspired by ladybird beetle 

foot adhesive was designed. A water-in-oil emulsion was formulated using 3 components 

- squalane, deuterated stearic acid and water. SFG spectra of the mimetic fluid on both 

hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces revealed that molecular vibrations in each case 

closely resembled those of the natural fluid, with squalane the only surface-active 

component. Preexisting molecular dynamics simulation of squalane at solid surfaces 

showed that it prefers to orient parallel to the surface with its methyl branches pointing in 

the surface normal direction. Spectra of pure squalane and a squalane/deuterated stearic 

acid mixture on the same substrates revealed the that the surface-inactive components 

(d-stearic acid and D2O) have an observable effect on the ordering of these squalane 

layers at the interface. Pull-off force, traction force and viscometry measurements of each 

fluid showed an increase in viscosity and pull-off force and a decrease in traction force 

with increasing fluid complexity. Based upon this, it is concluded that the surface-inactive 

components of ladybird beetle adhesive created a more cohesive fluid which allowed it to 

accurately mimic the functional properties of natural ladybird beetle adhesive.  
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

 
1.1 Overview 

Despite centuries of innovation in design, man-made adhesives pale in 

comparison to those developed by animals in nature, particularly when it comes to 

adaptability, reusability and resilience [1, 2]. This has led to the characterization of animal 

adhesives and adhesive systems as biomimetic inspiration. Perhaps the most popular 

case involves dry adhesion of the feet of the Tokay gecko [3-6]. However, one can also 

find a broad range of research into both wet or dry adhesive systems utilized by snails, 

mussels, insects, reptiles and amphibians [7-12]. While a range of creatures possess 

unique adhesive abilities, there is no governing “model” system that accurately describes 

this global set of systems. Instead, individual animal systems have been studied based 

upon connections to comparable man-made adhesives.  

For this reason, we have chosen to study two fluid-mediated adhesive systems: 

the sticky-tongue mechanism of the frog and tarsal (foot) adhesion of insects and bugs 

[12, 13]. The sticky-tongue mechanism is perhaps the most iconic trait of frogs – in which 

they rapidly project their tongue towards prey, latch onto it, and pull it back into their 

mouth. Frog tongues are highly flexible, powerful muscles and this mechanism was 

originally thought to be the result of a physical grabbing or confining of the prey with the 

tongue [14]. However, recent studies have determined that a mucus coating the tongue 

is what provides for both strong adhesive forces and easy detachment from the prey once 

inside the mouth – functioning similar to a pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA) [12, 15]. 

Thus, one can imagine a piece of duct tape (an example of a manmade PSA) with the 

ability to stick, un-stick and re-stick thousands of times in often extremely humid, warm 

and wet environments. This would represent a dramatic increase in utility, with uses 

ranging from lowered construction costs, to improved wound dressing, to inspiration of 

thousands of consumer products [16-18].  

To accurately mimic this system, we must first identify the chemical mechanisms 

within frog tongue mucus that provide consistent adhesion over an entire lifespan. Recent 

work has visually observed that, in response to the high strain applied by a frog’s tongue 
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during adhesion and retraction, fibrils form within the mucus [12, 19]. However, the 

chemical structure of mucus at the interface before and after fibril formation is unknown 

[15, 19]. Therefore, it is necessary to determine what chemical groups are active at the 

mucus interface and if fibrils are formed. If fibril formation is the key mechanism in frog 

tongue adhesion, then it is also important to extract a precise structure of these fibrils. 

With this information, a more precise model of frog tongue adhesion can be distinguished. 

As with frog tongues, insect foot adhesion is a phenomenon that has puzzled 

humans for centuries. Insects exhibit adhesive forces much larger than their body weight 

while traversing seamlessly across smooth, rough, vertical, inverted hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic surfaces [9, 20-23]. Like geckos, insects possess feet which are covered in 

hair-like microstructures known as setae [23]. This fact follows the concept that, by 

splitting contact with a surface from a single, flat foot (with radius R) to millions of tiny 

setae (with radius R/√n), Van der Waals adhesive forces are amplified by √n [24]. 

However, unlike geckos, insects secrete a small amount of fluid from their foot pads, 

which mediates contact between setae and substrate and further enhances adhesive 

strength [25, 26]. Recently, biologists have carefully classified the hierarchal structure of 

insect feet and measured and compared the adhesive forces they generate on different 

types of surfaces [20, 21, 27, 28]. Insects generated significantly higher traction pull-off 

and traction forces when the fluid was present versus when it was removed [21]. However, 

the mechanism that allows this fluid to aid adhesion is still not understood.   

For example, the adhesive system of the seven-spotted ladybird beetle (Coccinella 

septempunctata) has been thoroughly investigated [21, 29-31]. It is known that these 

beetles adhere better on hydrophilic surfaces than hydrophobic ones and have a fluid 

comprised of hydrocarbons, fatty acids, sugars and alcohols [21, 29]. Furthermore, the 

adhesive force generated by this system is sensitive to manipulation or loss of chemical 

components within the fluid [21]. However, these experiments have been limited to 

studying macro effects of fluid or substrate changes, while clearly suggesting that 

chemical mechanisms at the adhesive interface are responsible. Therefore, 

determination of interactions and dynamics of molecules at the adhesive fluid-substrate 
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interface is necessary to explain biologists’ kinematic observations. From this, the 

function of the fluid in the overall success of insect foot adhesion can be determined.  

Each of these adhesive systems is highly unique; however, they share the general 

characteristic of utilizing a chemically complex fluid to enhance and terminate adhesion 

at will over many cycles without diminishing ability. Furthermore, they are each the subject 

of ongoing debate regarding the precise physical and chemical mechanisms that allow 

them to enhance the adhesive abilities of the animal [12, 20, 32-34]. Fluid-mediated 

adhesive systems are poorly understood for obvious reasons; whereas dry systems rely 

primarily on promotion of Van der Waals adhesive forces and can be studied in-situ in a 

straightforward manner, wet systems provide additional factors - capillary effects, 

viscoelastic properties and chemical interactions - all of which must often be considered 

at multiple contact interfaces. Traditionally, these systems are studied using kinematic 

tools, such as friction force tests, traction force tests, and viscometry, or bulk chemical 

tools, such as gas chromatography/mass spectrometry [9, 12, 19-21, 32, 35-38]. These 

methods are useful for measuring the tenacity of wet adhesives on a variety of surfaces, 

as well as explaining the importance of a fluid layer in enhancing adhesive forces. 

However, these methods only investigate causal relationships between adhesive fluid and 

substrate – they alone cannot determine the chemical mechanisms that govern success 

or failure of adhesion.  

 1.2. Objectives 

The following studies will utilize a suite of surface specific analytical tools to 

determine chemical structures, molecular order and overall chemical mechanisms that 

occur at the surface of both frog sticky-tongue and insect foot adhesion. For example, 

one technique is sum frequency generation vibration spectroscopy (SFG), an interface 

specific spectroscopic technique capable of providing molecular level information with 

sub-monolayer sensitivity. Using SFG - and other techniques - that provide information 

about molecular structure at the adhesive interface, we can compare these structures to 

known models from other systems. For instance, frog mucus fibrils have not been 

examined with surface analytical techniques, but fibrils have been in the context of 

biological protein aggregation [39, 40]. Likewise, oily, multicomponent fluids have been 
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studied with SFG and complementary techniques to determine the structure and function 

of lipid monolayers [41]. By comparing the experimentally determined chemical adhesive 

mechanisms to those of other systems and to the kinematic experiments previously 

performed by biologists, the goal of this research is to generate governing models of frog 

tongue and insect foot adhesion. With these insights, a simple, biomimetic insect 

adhesive is then formulated and tested with surface analytical and kinematic tools to gain 

a more complex understanding of how natural insect adhesives function. 

Specific Aim 1 – Investigate the role of mucus fibril formation in the frog sticky-tongue 

mechanism using complimentary surface analytical tools. 

Hypothesis -  Complimentary surface analytical techniques will demonstrate that frog 

sticky-tongue mucus-air surface consists primarily of glycoproteins which fibrillate under 

the strain of tongue adhesion to act as a pressure sensitive adhesive. 

Methodology – NEXAFS imaging and SFG spectroscopy are applied to the 

characterization of mucus molecules at the surface as well as order and relative 

orientation of molecular bonds. With this we can determine how the structure of surface 

mucus molecules respond to prey-capture and generate temporary but large magnitude 

adhesive forces. This work can be found in Chapter 3.  

Specific Aim 2 – Identify the effect of varying substrate chemistry on interfacially active 

molecular groups in ladybird beetle tarsal adhesive fluid. 

Hypothesis -  Insect adhesive fluid is a chemically complex mixture of natural molecules 

with varying wetting properties; thus, the chemistry of the adhesive fluid-substrate 

interface will change dynamically with changes in substrate hydrophobicity.  

Methodology – SFG spectroscopy is used to investigate the presence of ordered 

vibrational modes at the fluid-substrate interface for set of substrates with substantially 

different water contact angles. The ordering ratio of hydrocarbons at each interface is 

calculated and compared to the traction force generated by beetles on similar substrates. 

This work can be found in Chapter 4.  
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Specific Aim 3 – Formulate a simple, biomimetic insect adhesive to determine the 

mechanisms allowing natural insect adhesive to aid foot adhesion on most surfaces. 

Hypothesis -  Based upon our characterizations of natural ladybird beetle adhesive fluid, 

we predict that the interfacial chemistry of the biomimetic fluid is not affected by varying 

substrate chemistry. Furthermore, we hypothesize that organization of the consistent 

hydrocarbon layer at the interface is influenced by the surface-inactive components of the 

adhesive fluid such that these molecules form a bulk fluid structure which constrains 

surface hydrocarbons. This structure is responsible for maintaining a necessary amount 

of adhesive force in the pull-off direction, as well as enhancing traction forces and aiding 

lubrication of the foot to assist with climbing. 

Methodology – A three component (squalane, stearic acid, water) adhesive fluid is 

formulated as a water-in-oil emulsion. The adhesive is characterized with several tools to 

determine particle size, viscosity and adhesive forces. SFG spectroscopy is also utilized 

to determine the presence of ordered molecular bonds at the surface of PS and PEO thin 

film substrates for comparison with natural beetle adhesive. Spectra of squalane and 

squalane/stearic acid solutions are also collected to reveal the effect of surface-inactive 

components of adhesive on the organization of interfacially-active molecules. This work 

can be found in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 - Materials and Methods  

 2.1 Experimental Design 

Contamination is one of the greatest challenges in surface science. Surface 

analytical techniques are often sensitive down to single molecular monolayers, which 

means that any undesired molecules on sample surface have the potential to affect the 

accuracy of measurements. To ensure that all surfaces prepared for analysis were free 

of contaminants such as previous sample fluid or advantageous carbon, a rigorous 

cleaning procedure was established which generally involved successive sonication of 

substrates in dicholoromethane, acetone and ethanol and storage under inert 

atmosphere.  

In insect tarsal adhesive experiments, substrate wettability was modified by spin 

coating and annealing thin films of deuterated or non-deuterated polymers. These 

surfaces needed to be characterized for hydrophobicity, film thickness and film roughness 

to ensure repeatability of surface analytical measurements. Water contact angle was a 

quick, cheap and well-established metric to evaluate a sample surface’s hydrophobicity.  

The foundation behind water contact angle (Θc) is Young’s equation [1], which 

relates the equilibrium surface tensions of a drop of liquid (L) on a solid surface (S) in an 

inert atmosphere (G) as follows: 

𝛾𝛾𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 –  𝛾𝛾𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 – 𝛾𝛾𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝛩𝛩𝑐𝑐)  =  0 

 When the liquid drop is water, it is straightforward to relate substrate 

hydrophobicity to measured contact angle, with values less than 90° indicating a 

hydrophilic surface and values above 90° indicating a hydrophobic surface [2]. For our 

natural and biomimetic insect adhesive experiments, the two polymers were chosen to 

spin thin films onto CaF2 windows to create one hydrophilic and one hydrophobic surface 

based upon known properties of the polymers. Despite the well-characterized nature of 

these polymers in literature [3-5] it was important to determine the water contact angle of 

our sample films due to known effects of film thickness and film roughness on the 

measured angle [6]. 
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Profilometry was a simple way to measure film thickness and was done by 

rastering a stylus across the film surface from a base (substrate) height while optically 

sensing the deflection of the stylus to determine the change in height from substrate to 

film [7]. It has been shown that polymer films which are greater than several hundred 

nanometers can affect the intensity of SFG signal, thus it was important to maintain thin 

films throughout SFG experiments [8]. 

 To determine film roughness, Atomic force microscopy (AFM) operated in tapping 

mode, was used to generate of a topographical map of the polymer film surface over a 

small area. The root mean square (RMS) roughness of the surface was then determined. 

In the following studies, only smooth surfaces were desired because surface roughness 

has been shown to have a significant effect on insect tarsal adhesion [9, 10]. Study of 

insect adhesion on smooth and rough surfaces indicated that surfaces with RMS 

roughness above ~3 nm exhibited this effect and were considered “rough” [9]. This 

established a baseline for the following studies.  

 2.3 Fluid Characterization Techniques 

 Traditional characterization of natural adhesives has focused on bulk analysis 

techniques, such as rheometry, adhesive force measurement, and mass spectrometry 

[11-13]. In this work, the primary aim was to demonstrate that surface specific analysis 

techniques can determine precise chemical mechanisms at the contact interface and then 

apply this toolset to two natural adhesive mechanisms of interest. The two surface 

analytical techniques utilized herein were NEXAFS and SFG spectroscopy.  

 NEXAFS spectroscopy can provide detailed molecular bonding information for a 

surface layer of molecules [14]. In principal, NEXAFS works by exposing a sample to 

polarized x-rays from a synchrotron source which leads to energy absorption within the 

sample surface. Excited electrons in the sample surface are excited up to unoccupied 

molecular orbitals and these holes are filled by electrons from higher energy levels 

leading to an emission of auger electrons and photons. The inelastic scattering of 

electrons from deeper within the sample leads to an effective sampling depth of ~10 nm, 

although it is often closer to 3-5 nm. The tunability and high resolution of synchrotron x-

rays allows for investigation of multiple absorption edges (I.E. C, N, O K-edge) and 
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determination of small changes in structure via tracking changes in the absorption energy 

[14-17].  

 Following absorption intensity as the angle of the sample with respect to the x-ray 

beam is varied allows for determination of bond orientation [18-20]. Several studies have 

shown that the higher order structure of molecules such as proteins, which have 

characteristic amide backbone bonds and amino acid side chains, can be determined by 

comparing the absorption intensity between high angle and low angle incident x-ray 

absorption [21, 22]. For instance, the π* orbital of amide N-C=O backbone bonds is 

oriented in a “dumbbell shape” pointed perpendicularly from the bond [22]. Thus, the 

orientation of a set of amide bonds can be determined by following the absorption intensity 

of this orbital with varying x-ray angle. Furthermore, secondary and tertiary protein 

structure leads to well-defined distributions of these π* orbitals, which can be similarly 

observed with NEXAFS.  

Finally, modification of this technique to include imaging allows for the creation of 

a surface map of molecular bonds across a region of interest [16, 20, 23]. This is achieved 

by rastering the incident x-ray beam across the sample surface and recording absorption 

edge spectrum at each point. This generates an image wherein each pixel is a set of 

NEXAFS spectra. Thereby, observation of significant changes in bond distribution or 

orientation across the sample surface is enabled. For detailed information about the 

NEXAFS setup used in this work, please refer to Chapter 3.  

 SFG is a second-order, nonlinear vibrational spectroscopy capable of detecting 

the order of vibrational modes at sub-µM concentrations. SFG is sensitive to both infrared 

and Raman modes, therefore the principle physics of both FTIR and Raman spectroscopy 

are highly relevant. FTIR is a linear vibrational spectroscopy, where a tunable infrared 

photons excite vibrational modes in a sample and the resulting spectrum is a direct 

function of the type of vibrational modes excited and the number of these modes present 

[24]. Raman spectroscopy involves the scattering of a photon via collision with a surface, 

in which the energy of the scattered photon is correlated to individual vibrational modes 

in the sample [25]. 
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 On the other hand, SFG involves the use of three photons. A fixed visible source 

is overlapped in space and time with a tunable IR source at the interface of interest. When 

the sum of the frequencies of these two sources matches the vibrational energy of a mode 

at that interface a third photon is reflected, which is known as the SFG photon. This 

photon reflection is tied to a change in the second order nonlinear susceptibility Χ(2) which 

is related to the sample vibrational modes by the following equation 

 χeff
(2) = χnr + �

Aq

ω2 − ωq + iΓqq

 

Defined by the non-resonant phase, non-resonant background (χnr), location (ωq), 

individual peak full width half maximum (FWHM; Γq) and individual peak amplitude (Aq). 

The selection rules of SFG are such that no signal is generated when inversion symmetry 

exists, however this is always true at surfaces [26].  

SFG signal is only generated when ordered vibrational modes exist at the 

interface. Furthermore, changing the polarization of the incident and SFG beams allows 

for the determination of the orientation of a layer of molecules at the interface. For 

example, in this work spectra of a layer of alkane chains will be compared between SSP 

and PPP polarization combinations. It has been shown that a well-organized layer of 

alkane chains with tilt angles perpendicular to the surface will produce spectra where the 

amplitude of some modes (CH3 symmetric, CH2 symmetric) are more intense in SSP, 

while other modes (CH2 asymmetric, CH3 asymmetric) are more intense in PPP 

polarization combination [20, 27-29]. For detailed information about the SFG setup used 

in this work, please refer to Chapters 3, 4 and 5.  
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Abstract 

In the blink of an eye, frogs capture their prey with a highly-specialized tongue. 

Recent studies indicate this tongue is covered with a fibril-forming mucus that acts as a 

pressure sensitive adhesive. However, no chemical structure analysis of frog tongue 

mucus has been performed to validate this mechanism. Thus, the goal of this experiment 

is to examine the chemical structure of surface mucus layers, after a tongue strike, with 

complimentary surface analytical tools. Previous studies of mucus from other animals 

suggests that mucus from a frog’s tongue consists of mucins - serine, threonine and 

proline rich glycoproteins. Therefore, we expect to observe chemical bonds associated 

with glycoproteins, as well as fibrils formed at the mucus-tongue interface. To test this 

hypothesis, we collected both near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) 

microscopy images and sum frequency generation (SFG) vibrational spectra from layers 
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of mucus left after frog tongue strikes on cleaned glass slides. NEXAFS imaging 

demonstrates a uniform distribution of amide, hydroxyl and carbon-carbon bonds across 

the mucus surface. Difference spectra of individual N1s and C1s K-edge spectra pulled 

from these images indicate structure consistent with fibril formation as well as disorder of 

oligosaccharide groups near the mucus surface. C-H region SFG spectra reveal surface 

active modes which likely stem from serine and threonine within the mucin protein. 

Combined, this work suggests that glycoproteins are well-ordered at the mucus-tongue 

interface. 

3.1 Introduction 

The rapid projection and retraction of a frog’s tongue in the prey capture process 

is one of its most iconic traits. Frogs have a specialized tongue, outfitted with powerful 

muscles and a papilla coated surface, which is capable of capturing prey with a force that 

can exceed their own body weight [1-3]. This sticky-tongue mechanism has been 

described as a pressure sensitive adhesive due to its ability to generate large adhesive 

forces in response to the high strain of retraction [2]. Furthermore, mucus coating the 

tongue has been identified as a vital component of the adhesive mechanism [1-3].  

Many animals utilize mucus for biological functions; however, mucus is not 

inherently an adhesive in its natural state. For instance, analysis of the marsh periwinkle 

snail indicated use of two chemically distinct types of mucus – one adhesive and one non-

adhesive [4-6]. Additionally, some animals utilize mucus for multiple adhesive tasks which 

have no mechanistic connection. This is true for frogs, whose feet are coated in a mucus 

that allows for maximization of toe contact with a substrate [7, 8]. However, this adhesion 

is reversed through use of a peeling motion - which is entirely dissimilar from their sticky-

tongue mechanism. These examples make it clear that mucus-mediated adhesion is a 

complex process and, in each case, physical and chemical factors may be important. 

While physical analysis of the sticky-tongue mechanism has been explored 

recently, there has been no chemical analysis of this mechanism. What is known is that 

mucus of other, well-studied animals consists primarily of mucins regardless of 

adhesiveness [4, 9, 10]. Mucins are a class of glycoproteins comprised of cysteine rich 

ends and a serine, threonine and proline rich core, conjugated with O- and N-linked 
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saccharide chains in a bottle-brush formation [9, 10]. Additionally, they can form large, 

mesh-like tertiary structures through cysteine disulfide bonding of nearby linear, polymeric 

chains [10, 11]. However, they are primarily shown to be random coil clusters in solution 

[12]. Furthermore, recent study of bovine submaxillary mucin secondary structure with 

attenuated total reflectance - Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy reveals that mucins 

adopt a random coil, beta sheet, beta turn pattern in dried films; although, random coil is 

the predominant structure of the three [13]. The assignment of unordered or random coil 

secondary structure for mucins in solution and dried films is widely agreed upon in 

literature [13-15].  

A recent study aimed at visualizing the adhesion and detachment process found 

that frogs pull their tongues perpendicularly from surface (or prey) during retraction [1]. 

This led to a visual observation of fibril formation within the mucus between the tongue 

and surface [Figure 3.1a]. Since mucins are found naturally to form linear polymeric 

chains with disordered or random coil secondary and tertiary structures, fibril formation 

indicates an induced change in mucus chemical structure during tongue retraction. Fibril 

formation may allow for tongue mucus to generate strain-responsive adhesive forces by 

acting as a shock absorber for the tongue. This phenomenon of storing energy within a 

fluid in response to a large applied force is commonly known as viscous dissipation.  

Protein fibrils have a well-defined chemical structure; however, the chemical 

structure of frog tongue mucus has yet to be studied for comparison [16-18]. Additionally, 

fibril formation is occurring only at the interface between mucus and tongue. This makes 

bulk techniques poorly suited for interfacial mucus chemical structure analysis important 

in this mechanism. Therefore, we used surface analytical techniques, which are capable 

of probing both chemical structure and molecular order specifically within surface or 

interfacial layers. Utilizing these techniques, we expected to observe chemical structure 

associated with glycoproteins, as well as evidence of fibrils formed at the mucus-tongue 

interface – thus verifying the pressure sensitive adhesive hypothesis [Figure 3.1b]. To 

test this hypothesis, we collected Near-Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS) 

microscopy images and Sum Frequency Generation Spectroscopy (SFG) spectra from 

layers of mucus left after frog tongue strikes on cleaned glass slides. NEXAFS 
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microscopy imaging interrogated chemical bond orbital orientation and molecular 

structure across the region of interest but within only the top 10 nm of the mucus surface. 

SFG spectroscopy examined ordered, infrared active vibrational modes at the surface 

with the capability of sub-monolayer sensitivity. This combination of techniques has 

recently been used to classify the outermost skin layer of snakes [19]. Therefore, we can 

identify the primary, secondary and tertiary chemical structure of the surface mucus layers 

from NEXAFS and SFG spectra.  

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Tongue Mucus Collection 

Tongue mucus collection was performed for three adult horned frogs (Anura:  

Ceratophryidae: Ceratophrys sp.) which were captive bred and housed separately in 26-

29° C temperatures during the day and 24-26°C at night. Terrariums were kept a relative 

humidity of 70-80% and substrate-filled to a depth of roughly 5 cm, such that the frogs 

could bury themselves - a characteristic trait of this genus [1]. Tongue strikes were 

induced during the normal feeding period of the frogs, with only one strike per individual. 

This was done by placing glass microscopy slides, which were cleaned by sonication in 

successive solutions of dichloromethane, acetone and ethanol, approximately 5 cm in 

front of the semi-buried frogs and holding a cricket directly behind the slide. Strikes were 

collected on the slides as the frogs attempted to capture the cricket. The struck slides 

were placed in a petri-dish and sealed under inert atmosphere until data collection. 

3.2.2 NEXAFS Microscopy Imaging 

NEXAFS microscopy images were collected at the C1s and N1s K-edges on the 

parallel processing imaging system at the NIST U7A beamline at the National 

Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS – Brookhaven National Laboratory). A soft x-ray beam 

(flux ~ 5 x 1010 photons-s-1 (0.1% BW)) was rastered across the region of interest and a 

large area rapid imaging analytical tool (LARIAT, Synchrotron Research Inc.) measured 

partial electron yield. C1s K-edge scans were collected from 270-340 eV, with a ~0.1 eV 

resolution, 0.1 eV step size and 2-s dwell time. N1s K-edge scans were collected from 

390-430 eV, with a ~0.2 eV resolution, 0.2 eV step size and 3-s dwell time. A full field 

imaging parallel magnetic field was used to guide any emitted photoelectrons to an 
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electron yield detector to produce two-dimensional NEXAFS images with 50 μm spatial 

resolution. The signal and the reference intensities were each divided by the NEXAFS 

signal of a gold-coated mesh, placed upstream, to adjust for variations in beamline 

intensity. An electron retardation voltage of 50 eV is used in this experiment, leading to 

an expected sampling depth of ~4 nm. Samples were mounted to allow rotation with 

respect to the vertical axis and variation of the angle between the surface of the sample 

and the synchrotron x-rays [Figure 3.2a]. The NEXAFS angle is the angle between the 

sample plane and incident electric field. All images and spectra presented here have been 

pre- and post-edge normalized. Previous experiments on this NEXAFS imaging 

endstation have demonstrated that it can handle either conducting or insulating samples 

without charging effects [19-24]. It can be shown that a molecule, or ensemble of atoms, 

when ordered in a singular plane, contain σ* and/or π* bond orbitals which are likewise 

oriented in well-defined directions relative to the corresponding atoms. Therefore, if bond 

orbital order exists in the interrogated region, NEXAFS spectra exhibit peak intensities 

that vary significantly by x-ray incident angle - commonly referred to as a dichroism - with 

greater intensity indicative of the orbital of interest oriented towards the incident plane. 

3.2.3 SFG Spectroscopy 

A Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser oscillator, paired with a regenerative amplifier 

pumped by a Nd:YLF laser, (Spitfire Ace, Spectra Physics) was used to generate a 4.65 

mJ visible beam (pulse duration of 35 fs) centered at 791.8 nm. This amplified visible 

beam was split into two parts; the first of which was passed through a Fabry-Perot etalon 

to narrow the pulse spectrally (~15 cm-1) and used as the visible pulse for sum-frequency 

generation. The second part of the beam was used to pump an optical parametric 

amplifier (OPA) system (TOPAS, Light Conversion). This generated a tunable IR pulse 

(3.1 – 6.1 μm) which was passed through a half-wave plate polarizer prior to use as the 

IR pulse in sum-frequency generation. The IR and visible pulses were overlapped 

temporally and spatially at the fluid-polymer interface to generate an SFG signal (Figure 

3.3a). Correct height is achieved by aligning the visible and IR beams to a gold-coated 

reference slide and binning the measured signal to include only the SFG generated by 

the air-print fluid interface. In this study, SFG spectra were collected for three different 

polarization combinations: SSP (s-polarized SFG, s-polarized visible, p-polarized IR; 
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respectively), PPP and SPS in the C-H stretching region (2700-3100 cm-1). SFG signal 

from the sample interface was focused into a spectrograph (Acton, Princeton Instruments) 

and then dispersed by a grating before being re-focused on an electron multiplying charge 

coupled device (CCD) camera (Newton, Andor). All spectra were normalized by the IR 

profile. Fitting was performed following a procedure described previously [19, 25, 26]. 

Briefly, spectra are iteratively fit to Equation 1 below assuming Lorentzian line-shapes, to 

determine non-resonant phase, non-resonant background (χnr), peak location (ωq), peak 

full width half maximum (Γq) and individual peak amplitude (Aq).  

Equation 1 -  𝝌𝝌𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆
(𝟐𝟐) = 𝝌𝝌𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏 + ∑ 𝑨𝑨𝒒𝒒

𝝎𝝎−𝝎𝝎𝒒𝒒+𝒊𝒊𝜞𝜞𝒒𝒒𝒒𝒒  

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 NEXAFS Microscopy Images and Spectra 

NEXAFS microscopy images of the entire tongue mucus print revealed how 

chemical composition varied spatially at the mucus surface (Supporting Info.). 

Specifically, we observed changes in emitted electron intensity across the mucus layer at 

energies corresponding to bond orbitals that can be associated with glycoprotein 

molecules. While we hypothesized that this layer would consist mostly of glycoprotein 

mucin, neither technique has ever been used to study whole glycoprotein molecules. 

Therefore, bond orbital assignments herein were based upon previous classifications of 

mucin’s two primary components: oligosaccharide chains and proteins [Figure 3.2b]. To 

examine distribution of individual bond orbitals, we created images at energies near 285 

eV, 289 eV, 298 eV, 402 eV and 407 eV, corresponding to C=C π*, C-OH σ*, C-C σ*, N-

C=O π* and N-CH2 σ* orbitals respectively [19, 20, 27-30]. While each of these orbitals 

was present across the entirety of the surface, there was no apparent variation in partial 

electron yield (PEY) within any sub-region.  

Next, we examined a C1s K-edge spectrum extracted from the NEXAFS image [Figure 

3.2c]. We observed a large feature near 289 eV. This feature was attributed to the many 

C-OH σ* bond orbitals from hydroxyl groups that comprise saccharide ring side chains 

[30]. There was a small positive dichroism for the feature near 289 eV, which was 

centered at an energy slightly below the primary peak energy (~0.3 eV). One explanation 
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for this mismatch was the existence of two different but overlapping resonances. The C=O 

π* orbital of COOH groups, as well as the C=O π* orbital from amino sugars and amide 

bonds, may influence this feature due to very similar characteristic energies [29, 30]. 

While a C=O π* feature near 288 eV was not clearly apparent in the C1s K-edge spectra, 

it is often identified as a slight shoulder when it is expected to be present [31]. Discerning 

whether the C=O π* orbital or experimental error is responsible for the slight energy 

decrease of this dichroism would require further study of glycoproteins with varying 

lengths of oligosaccharide chains. Other C1s K-edge features near 285.3 eV, 293 eV and 

298 eV, are associated with C=C π*, OC-OH σ* and C-C σ* orbitals respectively [31, 32]. 

These orbitals do not produce dichroisms, although the latter two are indicative of 

common bonds within sugar groups (OC-OH σ*) and most organic species (C-C σ*) [30, 

32]. The C=C π* peak likely results from slight beam damage of the surface or the 

presence of advantageous carbon; this conclusion is commonly accepted in cases such 

as this when it is not expected in the interrogated structure [31]. 

Finally, we examined an extracted N1s K-edge spectrum [Figure 3.2d]. The most 

prominent feature observed is near 402 eV, associated with the N-C=O π* bond orbital 

of amide groups which comprise the backbone of peptides and proteins [21, 27, 33, 34]. 

A large positive dichroism is observed for this feature. Furthermore, there was a small 

feature near 404 eV, attributed to alternative conformations of protein/peptide backbones 

[35]. Secondary peaks near 407 eV and 414 eV were associated with N-CH2 σ* and N-

C=O σ* orbitals respectively, the former of which was related to either N-glycoside 

linkages or amino acid side chains expected within a representative mucin molecule [21, 

31]. 

3.3.2 SFG Spectroscopy 

SFG spectroscopy interrogated molecular vibrations which were specifically 

ordered at the mucus surface. In this study, we analyzed spectra in the C-H stretching 

region for ssp and ppp polarization combinations [Figure 3.3b]. Three modes appear in 

the spectrum with ssp polarization combination: 2858 cm-1, 2878 cm-1 and 2931 cm-1, 

which correspond to CH2 symmetric, CH3 symmetric and CH3 fermi stretches 

respectively [19, 25, 36]. These stretches are diminished in the PPP spectrum, although 
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there is an additional peak at 2950 cm-1 corresponding to out-of-plane CH3 stretching 

[36]. The signal strength in ssp mode (and corresponding lack of signal in ppp mode) 

suggests that molecular order of C-H stretch containing molecules at the interface is 

confined to a single plane, since each polarization mode probes different incident planes 

[36]. There is no evidence of ordered C-H ring stretches from the oligosaccharide chains 

of mucin. This could be due to the broadness of the measured SFG peaks - several C-H 

ring resonances are expected to appear at wavenumbers contained within the broad CH2 

and CH3 resonances [37]. However, absence of saccharide ring stretches in SFG spectra 

may also have been due to extensive crosslinking, which would prevent these chains from 

exhibiting the net orientation order required for signal by SFG spectroscopy selection 

rules. Finally, the C=O stretching region was investigated in this study. However, no signal 

was observed at any spot across the mucus surface.  

3.4 Discussion 

We used complimentary surface analysis techniques to classify the chemical 

structure of the surface layer of mucus left after frog tongue strikes. However, it was first 

necessary to identify whether molecular bonds at the surface were consistent with the 

primary structure of mucin glycoproteins. Then, we used detailed information within 

NEXAFS and SFG spectra to determine higher order chemical structure. As previously 

established, no example of whole glycoprotein analysis exists using either NEXAFS or 

SFG spectroscopies. Therefore, comparisons are made to the two primary subunits which 

are well studied with these techniques – saccharide chains and proteins.  

First, NEXAFS images and C1s and N1s K-edge spectra extracted from them were 

examined, as they provided most comprehensive view of molecular structures at the 

mucus surface layer. There were four features in the C1s and N1s K-edge spectra which 

were strongly indicative of each of these chemical units. Features near 289 eV (C-OH σ*; 

C1s K-edge) and 402 eV (-N-C=O π*; N1s K-edge) as well as minor features near 293 

eV (OC-OH σ*; C1s K-edge) and 407 eV (N-CH2 σ*; N1s K-edge) could be mapped to 

these characteristic units of mucins [20, 30, 36]. There was also little variation in PEY 

intensity for these bonds in NEXAFS microscopy images, indicating consistent bond 

distribution across the surface mucus layer. Together, the combination of features from 
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both sugar chains and proteins and uniform layer distribution supports the hypothesis that 

mucin molecules primarily make up the mucus surface.  

However, while we hypothesized that this layer would consist primarily of mucin 

molecules, we also expected to see evidence of fibril formation in NEXAFS microscopy 

images. Previous experiments using this technique have shown clear patterns in intensity 

corresponding to known topographical changes in chemistry or chemical structure of the 

surface [19, 22]. However, it is important to point out that the imaging tool mapped the 

chemical topography of the top ~10 nm of the mucus surface, which likely contains 

several layers of mucus. Therefore, the lack of observable chemical structures in the 

variation of PEY intensity for all bond orbitals of interest was likely due to contributions 

from the subsequent layers of mucus below the surface but within the top ~10 nm. Since, 

fibril formation was only expected to take place on the uppermost layer, any potential 

topographical clues were likely hidden by these under layers. 

Next, structural and orientational information is provided by the NEXAFS spectroscopy 

experimental setup, which allowed for the sample stage to be rotated such that spectra 

were collected for incident x-ray angles that were at both head-on (70°) and glancing (30°) 

angles. In this case, the orientation and order of a specific bond orbital was determined 

by following its change in intensity as the x-ray angle was varied. Difference spectra for 

the C1s and N1s K-edge spectra are displayed at the bottom of their respective plot 

[Figures 3.2c and 3.2d]. The dichroism for the C-OH σ* orbital was both positive and 

small. These orbitals are donut shaped around the C-OH bond, thus, a positive dichroism 

indicates that the orbitals, as well as the hydroxyl groups, were more closely aligned with 

the 70° incident x-ray angle [29]. However, the intensity of this dichroism was small 

relative to the intensity at either incident angle. This was likely due to the distribution of 

hydroxyl groups all around the saccharide rings -  off-axis rotations of these planar ring 

structures force some hydroxyl groups to point away from the surface normal axis and 

some to point towards it.  

Furthermore, the dichroism for the -N-C=O π* orbital was also positive and was relatively 

small compared to the examples of secondary and tertiary structures previously examined 

in literature. Unlike σ*, π* orbitals are dumbbell shaped, pointing perpendicularly from the 
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axis of the -N-C=O bond. Therefore, a positive dichroism indicates that orbitals were 

oriented towards surface normal, while the amide bond sits along the surface parallel 

plane. Previous studies of protein structure with NEXAFS correlate relative magnitude of 

the -N-C=O π* orbital dichroism to secondary and tertiary structure. Small amide π* 

dichroisms are often associated with helical structures. In this case, the dichroism is small 

due to the amide bonds having uniform distribution along the radial axis (i.e. no dichroism) 

but a small net orientation along the cylindrical axis. Helical structures are consistent with 

the formation of fibrils, which are multiple protein chains that are twisted, like fibers, 

around a central axis. Fibril formation also corresponds with a prerequisite formation of 

mucin chain secondary structures, which is well supported in literature via the formation 

of disulfide bonds between neighboring molecules. However, as previously established, 

the tertiary structure of these mucin chains has been found to exist either as random coil 

clusters, mesh-like networks or in some cases as fibrils. Each of the former two tertiary 

structures can be eliminated by considering amide bond geometry. For instance, if the 

mucin chains were in a random coil state, we would have observed no dichroism. 

Likewise, if they were in a mesh-like, beta sheet conformation, the dichroism would have 

been much larger. Thus, our results were most consistent with fibril formation. 

Finally, SFG spectroscopy allowed us to obtain vibrational spectra of the mucus surface 

with sub-monolayer sensitivity. As a second-order nonlinear optical technique, SFG’s 

selection rules were such that signal can only be obtained from ordered and anisotropic 

materials. Thus, the bulk mucus, which was shown with NEXAFS imaging to contain a 

sufficiently arbitrary distribution of mucin molecules, did not produce SFG signal in this 

experiment. We collected spectra at the C-H stretching region (2800-3100 cm-1) from two 

separate spots and two polarization combinations (ssp and ppp) on a mucus surface 

created after a Cera. sp. tongue strike on a cleaned microscope slide. Three distinct 

modes were observed in the resulting averaged ssp spectrum from CH2 symmetric (2858 

cm-1), CH3 symmetric (2878 cm-1) and CH3 fermi (2931 cm-1) stretches. This indicated 

order of methyl and methylene groups at the mucus surface. Within a representative 

mucin molecule, these groups were most highly concentrated on the amino acid side 

chains – including the many threonine amino acids found in the protein core. Interestingly, 

these modes were extremely diminished in the ppp spectrum. This corresponded with the 
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appearance of the CH3 asymmetric stretch (near 2950 cm-1) in ppp mode to suggest that 

the methyl and methylene groups were ordered together on a singular plane at the 

surface. Due to the already established tertiary protein order using NEXAFS, we infer that 

the most likely source of methyl and methylene symmetric stretches is within amino acid 

side chains sticking out from the fibril backbone.  

Additionally, we observed no C-H ring stretches in either spectrum, suggesting that 

saccharide rings were not well oriented at the surface. This lends further support to the 

orientational disorder concluded from the small C-OH σ* dichroism in NEXAFS spectra.  

The presence of stretches from hydrophobic groups (methyl and methylene) with SFG 

and lack of stretches from hydrophilic sugar rings, suggests that hydrophilic hydroxyl 

groups were oriented downward (away from surface) and hydrophobic residues/side 

chains within protein backbone were oriented upward (towards surface). The directionally 

opposite nature of these two molecular groups may contribute to the adhesive ability of 

mucus fibrils by increasing the Van der Waals attraction of closely neighboring fibrils 

during tongue retraction, helping prevent breakage.  

3.5 Conclusions 

 This study presents an overall picture of frog tongue mucus surface structure 

during adhesion and tongue detachment. Mucin glycoproteins form long chains which are 

twisted into a fibril structure, with amino acid side chains oriented towards the surface 

and hydroxyl groups oriented into the mucus layer [Figure 3.4]. This strongly supports 

previous classifications of the frog sticky-tongue mechanism as a pressure sensitive 

adhesive. Per this classification, fibrils form as the tongue is retracted, increasing the 

ability of mucus to withstand the large strain applied by the tongue muscles. Without fibril 

formation, mucus would be highly susceptible to delamination from the tongue, leading to 

loss of more massive prey or perhaps even tongue damage.   

While our study indicates that a change in chemical structure of surface mucins is 

responsible for the amplification of adhesive forces in the frog sticky tongue mechanism, 

analysis of the other animal systems, such as the Marsh Periwinkle snail, shows that 

chemical composition of mucus is most important for that species. Thus, the mechanisms 

behind mucus adhesive systems cannot be generalized for all species – they are each 
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specialized to fit the evolutionary needs of an individual animal and must be studied as 

such. This study reinforces the concept that analysis of chemical structure at adhesive 

interfaces is critically important for better understanding of underlying mechanisms, which 

will ultimately lead to more effective biomimetic design. High throughput, surface sensitive 

techniques, such as those utilized herein, greatly increase our ability to examine chemical 

structure; however, they will also be vitally important for evaluating the quality of novel 

bioadhesives in the future. 
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3.6 Figures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 – Literature proposed mechanism of Cera. ornata tongue 

detachment (a). Mucus fibrillation occurs between tongue papillae and bulk 

mucus as tongue is pulled perpendicular to surface under high strain of tongue 

muscles. Hypothesized structure at mucus surface after tongue detachment 

(b).  
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Figure 3.2– Experimental setup for NEXAFS microscopy imaging (a) 

Representative glycosylated threonine amino acid within mucin protein (b) 

Pre- and post- C1s K-edge spectra at incident angles of 70° and 30° as well 

as the difference spectrum (70° - 30°) (c) Pre- and post- N1s K-edge 

spectra for the same image location as b (d). 
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Figure 3.3 – Experimental setup for SFG spectroscopy. SFG spectra in the C-H stretching 

region (2800-3000 cm-1) for the mucus interface after tongue detachment (a). CH3 and CH2 

symmetric and CH3 fermi stretches observed in SSP polarization mode near 2860 cm-1, 

2880 cm-1 and 2936 cm-1 respectively (b). CH3 fermi stretch is replaced by CH3 asymmetric 

stretch near 2951 cm-1 in PPP polarization mode.  
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Figure 3.4 – Proposed mucin tertiary, secondary and primary structure at 

mucus surface after tongue detachment, based upon NEXAFS and SFG 

spectroscopic analysis 
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3.7  Supporting Information 
 

3.7.1 NEXAFS Microscopy Images 

NEXAFS data was collected via photoemitted electrons upon incident x-ray contact 

with the region of interest (ROI) outlined in S.I. Figure 1a, which encompasses nearly the 

entire frog tongue mucus print. Photoelectrons were for collected at energies across the 

C1s and N1s K-edges and this data was stored in each pixel of the resulting image. This 

allowed for the partial electron yield (PEY) intensity at an energy corresponding to a 

specific bond orbital of interest to be compared spatially across the ROI. S.I. Figures 1b, 

1c and 1d, 1e and 1f were created by highlighting PEY intensity for C-OH σ*, C=C π*, C-

C σ*, N-C=O π* and N-CH2 σ* photons respectively. An increase in white-scale indicated 

an increase in intensity and vice-versa for black-scale. However, absolute values of 

intensities are arbitrary as all contained spectra are pre- and post-edge normalized prior 

to analysis. There were obvious edge effects in some of the images (i.e. 1b & 1d) which 

were likely due to the curved nature of the analyzer used in this novel setup. Besides 

these edge effects, there was little to no observable variation in PEY intensity for any 

bond orbital in any part of the ROI. This is further reinforced when compared to previous 

uses of the NEXAFS microscopy imaging tool in literature, which show clear 

topographical patterns when chemistry or chemical structure of the surface is varied [19, 

22]. 

3.7.2 SFG Spectroscopy Fitting Table 

SFG spectra in the C-H stretching region for ssp and ppp polarization combinations 

were collected and analyzed in this study. Spectral fitting was performed using a well-

known procedure described elsewhere, using Lorentzian line shapes and iteratively 

calculating the non-resonant background and phase (ANR and φNR), and the peak location 

(ωn), full width half maximum (Γn) and amplitude (An) for all identified features. 

Assignments are based upon literature and the glycoprotein model. Fits are represented 

by solid red lines in main article. 
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Figure 3.S1 - Region of Interest selected for imaging software (a). Pre- and 

post-edge normalized NEXAFS images (30°) for C-OH σ*, C=C π*, C-C σ* 

photons, respectively (b, c, d). An increase in white-scale indicates higher 

measured photon intensities. Pre- and post-edge normalized NEXAFS images 

for N-C=O π* (top) and N-C σ* (bottom) photons. Uniform distribution of bonds 

observed in each (e, f).   
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Table 3.S1 – Fitting parameters for SSP and PPP spectra of front tongue 
mucus at mucus-air interface 
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Abstract 

Nature has coevolved highly adaptive and reliable bioadhesives across a multitude 

of animal species. Much attention has been paid in recent years to selectively mimicking 

these adhesives for improvement of a variety of technologies. However, very few of the 

chemical mechanisms that drive these natural adhesives are well understood. Many 

animals, such as geckos, use hairy foot pads to enhance adhesion. Many insects 

combine hairy feet with a secreted adhesive fluid, allowing for adhesion to surfaces that 

thwart dry-foot animals, such as considerably rough, slippery and inverted surfaces. One 

such insect, the seven-spotted ladybird beetle, is thought to have an adhesive fluid made 

up of a complex molecular mixture containing both hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts. We 

hypothesize this causes the adhesive interface to be dynamic, with molecules in the fluid 

selectively organizing and ordering at surfaces with complimentary hydrophobicity to 

maximize adhesion. In this study, we examine adhesive fluid of the ladybird beetle with a 

surface sensitive analytical technique, sum frequency generation spectroscopy, as the 

fluid interacts with three substrates of varied wettability. Resulting spectra present no 
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evidence of unique molecular environments between hydrophilic and hydrophobic 

surfaces, but exhibit significant differences in ordering of hydrocarbons. We conclude that 

insect adhesion is not dependent upon a dynamic molecular-interfacial response to an 

environmental surface. Instead, insect adhesive fluids have evolved highly specific 

compositions, which are consistent across most surfaces and optimize both foot adhesion 

and release in natural environments.  

4.1 Introduction 

To effectively move, hunt and evade predators, many animals have evolved the 

ability to climb at extreme angles and across challenging surfaces. Perhaps the most 

popular climbing animal is the gecko, which uses hairy, scoop-like microstructures on its 

feet to stick and climb across most surfaces effortlessly [1-3]. These foot microstructures, 

known as setae, allow animals to produce orders of magnitude higher Van der Waals 

adhesive forces compared to a smooth, flat foot pad [3, 4]. However, these dry adhesive 

foot systems do have considerable limits, such as rough, slippery and inverted surfaces. 

Interestingly, many insects do not have these same limitations. This is thought to be due 

to the presence of an additional adhesive element on their feet - a secreted fluid which 

mediates contact between setae and substrate [5]. So-called “wet adhesion” enhances 

adhesion via addition of capillary forces and promotion of static and dynamic frictional 

adhesive forces [6-8].  

One insect’s wet adhesion system, the seven-spotted ladybird beetle (Coccinella 

septempunctata), has been well studied due to its availability in the field and 

comparatively large body size (6 – 8 mm) [9-12]. These insects must traverse a range of 

terrain, from the smooth and waxy coating of leaves, to the rough and wettable ground of 

fields and forests. Recent experiments have shown that both surface chemistry and 

surface roughness have effects on the adhesive force generated by these beetles [10, 

13]. For instance, when made to walk on smooth substrates of varied surface chemistry, 

they generate significantly higher traction forces on hydrophilic substrates [10]. Further 

investigations varying both surface wettability and roughness on silicon substrates found 

that both increasing hydrophobicity and increasing roughness have anti-adhesive effects 

on these insects [13]. 
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Therefore, an insect’s ability to properly stick to a surface must depend not only on surface 

chemistry and geometry, but also on the composition of the adhesive fluid. Bulk chemical 

characterization methods, such as mass spectrometric analysis, indicate that insect 

adhesive fluids may consist of natural lipids as well as sugars, alcohols and proteins [14]. 

For beetle species, adhesive fluid is commonly described as a water-in-oil emulsion, 

implying the existence of a continuous oily phase with watery sub-phases [9, 12]. 

Characterization of the hydrophilic phase or the entirety of Cocc. sept. (or similar species’) 

adhesive fluid has not yet been performed. However, it has been routinely suggested that 

the emulsion nature of beetle adhesive fluid enables it to adapt to and enhance adhesive 

forces on both hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces [7, 15].  

Mass spectrometric analysis of a variety of beetle’s hydrocarbon fluid portion, obtained 

via solid phase microextraction, showed that it was made up of a mixture of straight chain 

and methyl-branched hydrocarbons and concluded that the relative abundance of 

unbranched vs. branched hydrocarbons influenced a beetle’s adhesive tenacity [16-18]. 

A more thorough inspection of Coccinella septempunctata results revealed that a majority 

of hydrocarbon species in its adhesive fluid were branched [Figure 4.1] [18]. This is 

significant when considering a follow up experiment, which manipulated the composition 

of a similar beetle species’ fluid by contamination with different types of alkanes and 

alkenes and found that this had a significant impact on adhesive force generated [17]. 

Clearly, chemical composition at the adhesive interface is an important factor in the 

overall beetle adhesive mechanism. 

Until now, study of seven-spotted ladybird beetle adhesion has been limited to the 

determination of the causal relationship between substrate manipulation and magnitude 

of the adhesive force in response. However, these experiments inadvertently reveal that 

intra-fluid, as well as interfacial adhesive fluid – substrate molecular interactions play an 

important role in the success of the mechanism. Due to the high expense and expertise 

often needed to examine interfacial or surface-specific chemistry, this area has yet to be 

explored. Thus, in this study we utilized a surface sensitive laser technique, sum 

frequency generation spectroscopy (SFG) to determine the relationship between varied 

surface wettability and order of adhesive molecules in the foot fluid of a seven-spotted 
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ladybird beetle. We hypothesize that this fluid, which has a complex composition 

consisting of both oil and water phases, will reorganize at the molecular level when the 

wettability of the contacting surface is substantially changed, to maximize chemical, 

dispersive and capillary adhesive forces [Figure 4.2].  

To do this, we introduced the adhesive fluid of Cocc. sept. to three smooth surfaces – 

hydrophilic, deuterated polyethylene oxide (PEO), slightly hydrophobic CaF2 optical 

windows, and hydrophobic, deuterated polystyrene (PS). We then collected vibrational 

spectra in the C-H, C-D and C=O stretching regions which were sensitive to order of 

molecules at the targeted interface. Fitting these spectra allowed for the comparison or 

order between substrates. Finally, we considered whether trends in our results match with 

the established relationships between seven-spotted ladybird beetle adhesive force and 

surface chemistry.  

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Polymer Film Preparation   

All substrates were prepared on calcium fluoride optical windows (15 mm diameter; 

International Crystal Laboratories, Garfield, NJ) cleaned via consecutive sonication in 

dichloromethane, acetone and ethanol. Two polymers: deuterated poly-ethylene oxide 

[PEO, MW = 8960 Da] and deuterated polystyrene [PS, MW = 7420 Da; Polymer Source 

Inc., Montreal, CA] were each dissolved into a 3 wt% polymer/toluene solution. Thin 

polymer films were formed via spin coating at 2000 RPM for 60s. Excess solvent was 

removed by annealing the films in a vacuum oven at 80° C and 10-3 torr for 20 hours. This 

resulted in optically transparent thin films of PEO and PS of approximately 100 nm in 

height, as measured with a profilometer. Prepared windows were stored in sealed Petri 

dishes under N2 atmosphere until footprint samples were collected.  

4.2.2 Contact Angle Goniometry  

An FTA 135 instrument was used to measure the contact angle of water on 

replicates of each substrate, prepared as previously described. 10 μL droplets were 

pipetted onto each surface and a high-resolution image was collected. The droplet shape, 

relative to the horizon line, was traced and a contact angle was generated by the 
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instrument software. This procedure was repeated ten times for each of the three 

substrates in this experiment. 

4.2.3 Insects 

Ladybird beetles were collected in their natural environment near Stohl, Schleswig-

Holstein, Germany, stored in a wine fridge at 10°C, fed with hard honey and sprayed with 

water once a week. Beetles were stored for 24 h prior to footprint collection on clean 

paper towels to prevent foot contamination. 

4.2.4 Ladybird Beetle Footprint Collection 

Two pairs of forceps were rinsed thoroughly with acetone and ethanol immediately 

before collection of adhesion fluid samples. Legs were removed with fine forceps and 

contacted directly in the center of the substrates while applying a small shear stress to 

simulate natural tarsal movement. This process was repeated several times with 

additional beetle legs to ensure adequate coverage of the sampling areas.  

4.2.5 Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) Vibrational Spectroscopy 

An EKSPLA Nd:YAG laser, operating at 50 Hz, was used to generate both a fixed 

visible (532 nm-1) and tunable IR beam (1000-4000 cm-1) via sequential pumping through 

an EKSPLA optical parametric generation/amplification and difference frequency unit, 

which utilized barium borate and AgGaS2 crystals respectively. The visible and IR beams 

(~150 μJ/pulse) were overlapped spatially and temporally at the desired interface to 

generate SFG photons, which were spectrally filtered, dispersed by a monochromator 

and detected with a gated photomultiplier tube. Both beams were focused to a ~ 1 mm 

diameter at the interface. Spectra were collected in 4 cm-1 steps with 400 acquisitions per 

step. Four consecutive spectra with 1 cm-1 offsets were collected at two distinct spots on 

both the footprint-substrate and footprint-free surface.  

SFG spectra were generated at two different polarization combinations – ssp (s-polarized 

SFG, s-polarized visible, p-polarized IR) and ppp (p-polarized SFG, p-polarized visible, 

p-polarized IR) in 3 different vibrational regions (C-H – 2800-3100 cm-1; C=O – 1600-

1800 cm-1; C-D – 2000-2300 cm-1) through the backside of a CaF2 window which rests 

on a Teflon o-ring (ID – 7.9 mm) attached to a flat, cylindrical Teflon chuck (Figure 4.S1). 
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SFG signal is optimized in each wavenumber region using an Au-coated CaF2 window in 

the same set-up. The fitting routine for SFG spectra is previously detailed elsewhere. 

Briefly, spectra were iteratively fit to the equation below (Eq. 1) to determine non-resonant 

phase, non-resonant background (χnr), location (ωq), individual peak full width half 

maximum (FWHM; Γq) and individual peak amplitude (Aq). Four C-H spectra, offset by 

one wavenumber, at each of two fluid-substrate and bare substrate spots were collected 

for each surface in this experiment.  

(Eq. 1)      χeff
(2) = χnr + �

Aq

ω2 − ωq + iΓqq

 

4.3 Results 

  4.3.1 Substrate Characterization 

Before vibrational spectra were collected, each substrate was characterized to 

determine polymer film thickness, wettability and surface roughness. Static contact angle 

goniometry, with 10 μL ultrapure water as the test fluid, was used to measure the angle 

between droplet and substrate, with low angles correlating to hydrophilicity and vice 

versa. Contact angles of 49.0° ± 3.3°, 63.6 ± 2.3° and 90.0 ± 1.5° were measured for the 

PEO, CaF2 and PS surfaces respectively [Inset on Figure 4.3]. A separate but 

simultaneously prepared set of surfaces was scanned using tapping mode atomic force 

microscopy with 1 x 1 μm scan size [Figure 4.S2]. Root mean squared roughnesses of 

1.33 nm and 0.24 nm were calculated for PEO and PS thin films, respectively. According 

to a recent study comparing adhesion on both smooth and rough surfaces, these RMS 

roughnesses fall within the “smooth” classification (< 2 nm) [13]. 

  4.3.2 SFG Spectroscopy 

Surface-sensitive vibrational spectra were collected in three separate stretching 

regions – C-D (1900-2300 cm-1), C=O (1600 – 1800 cm-1) and C-H (2800 – 3000 cm-1). 

Selectively deuterating the polymer surfaces (PEO and PS) allowed for confinement of 

SFG signal from the substrate side of the interface to the C-D stretching region. Thus, all 

signal measured in the C-H and C=O stretching regions must only come from molecular 

order within the interfacial layer of adhesive fluid.   
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First we collected the C-D stretching region spectra for two reasons: to verify that polymer 

thin films matched standards and to interrogate any possible effect of the adhesive fluid 

on the organization of polymer side chains. PEO spectra contained a single feature near 

2080 cm-1 corresponding to the CD2 stretching mode [Figure 4.S3] [19]. PS spectra also 

contained a single feature with a shoulder, this time near 2270 cm-1 (shoulder) and 2290 

cm-1 (peak) corresponding to CD stretching modes of the pendant phenyl rings. The 

intensity of each mode was not significantly changed after addition of adhesive fluid to 

the substrate, which indicated that the fluid had no impact on the polymer film ordering.  

Next, spectra were collected at the C=O stretching region for fluid on each substrate to 

determine the order of any water, lipids, amino acids, proteins or other carboxyl group 

containing molecules at the interface. Although these types of molecules have not been 

explicitly observed in chemical analysis of ladybird beetle foot fluid to date, analysis of 

locusts and other similar species have indicated the presence of lipids or amino acids. 

Interestingly, spectra of adhesive fluid on all three substrates produced no discernable 

signal, indicating that these molecules are either absent from Cocc. sept. adhesive fluid 

or not surface active [Figure 4.S3].  

Finally, the C-H stretching region was interrogated. Saturated and unsaturated 

hydrocarbons were the only types of molecules confirmed to be present within the bulk of 

Cocc. sept. adhesive fluid by existing chemical analysis. Methyl and methylene groups 

from the backbone of these molecules have been well studied with SFG and have several 

vibrations in this region. Resulting SFG spectra in SSP polarization combination (s-

polarized SFG, s-polarized visible, p-polarized IR) contained three distinct modes near 

2858 cm-1, 2880 cm-1 and 2930 cm-1 corresponding to CH2 symmetric, CH3 symmetric 

and CH3 fermi stretches respectively [Figure 4.3] [20-22]. The previously assigned three 

vibrations, as well as two additional features were observed after switching to PPP 

polarization combination. These additional modes were located near 2900 cm-1 and 2950 

cm-1 corresponding to CH2 fermi and CH3 asymmetric stretches respectively [20, 22]. The 

three SSP modes and five PPP modes (three overlapping modes) consistently appeared 

in all fluid-substrate C-H spectra as substrate chemistry was varied. However, the 

amplitude of each mode varied substantially between substrate chemistries.   
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To quantitatively compare the ordering of molecules within the adhesive fluid interfacial 

layer, it was first necessary to fit each spectrum to determine the location, full width half 

maximum and amplitude of each mode as well as non-resonant background and phase.  

From these values, the square root of the ratio of CH3 to CH2 symmetric stretch 

amplitudes was determined. This ratio is a well-known metric for evaluating order of a 

layer of hydrocarbon chains, where large ratios correspond to a high degree of 

hydrocarbon ordering [23]. This is because hydrocarbon chains or molecules contain 

methyl groups at their ends followed by a backbone of methylene groups which are 

aligned centrosymmetric when these chains are well packed with similar tilt angles. SFG 

selection rules, as well as literature, make clear that the methylene symmetric mode 

should have very low amplitude in the case of well-packed, uniform layers. Thus, low CH2 

symmetric amplitude produces a high value of CH3/CH2 symmetric ratio. Fits of resulting 

spectra generated ratios of 1.03 ± 0.07, 2.66 ± 0.16 and 3.46 ± 0.40 for fluid-dPEO, -CaF2 

and -dPS substrates respectively. Lastly, significant difference in variation between these 

ratios was tested by performing a single-factor ANOVA against the null hypothesis that 

all amplitude ratios were equal. This produced a p-value of 0.002, which led to a rejection 

of the null hypothesis. A post-hoc Tukey’s test was then utilized to evaluate pairwise 

significant differences between the three ratios. This analysis indicated that the largest 

ratio, found in spectra of the fluid-dPS interface, differed significantly from the ratios of 

both the fluid-PEO and -CaF2 interfaces. Contrarily, the PEO and CaF2 ratios were not 

found to differ significantly.  

4.4 Discussion 

The goal of this study was to use a surface-specific analytical technique to gain 

insight into the chemical mechanisms of seven-spotted ladybird beetle wet adhesion that 

have otherwise been impossible to learn with traditional kinematic biological experiments. 

More specifically, the adhesive fluid of these beetles was introduced to substrates that 

were designed to exhibit a range of wettabilities and SFG spectroscopy was utilized to 

measure the order of vibrational modes from chemical groups either known or expected 

to exist within the fluid. Due to the selection rules of SFG spectroscopy, only vibrational 

modes which were active and ordered at the interface between fluid and substrate were 

measured. We hypothesized that the complex composition of adhesive foot fluid 
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contributed to the insect’s ability to adhere to nearly all types of smooth surface, via a 

molecular reorganization of the fluid at the interface to create favorable interaction 

energies and amplify adhesive tenacity. 

Therefore, it is particularly interesting that the same five vibrational modes appear in 

spectra of fluid in contact with all three substrates, with no modes unique to any one 

spectrum. With SFG alone it is not possible to rule out the presence of carbonyl-containing 

molecules or water in the bulk fluid of Cocc. sept.; although, the results present no 

additional evidence that they are contributing to the chemical adhesive mechanism in a 

substantial way. One possible explanation is that there are too few of the lesser groups 

at the interface to detect. However, this is unlikely as SFG is sensitive enough to the 

detect order at sub-μM concentration [19]. Rather, the interface appears to be dominated 

by hydrocarbons or hydrocarbon containing molecules. This result fits in well with 

established descriptions of beetle adhesive fluids as “oily” [9, 10, 17]. Additionally, it 

merits a larger focus on previous chemical analysis of the “oily fraction” of Cocc. sept. 

fluid, which may in fact be a characterization of all or most of this species’ adhesive fluid 

[18].  

As previously described, inspection of the mass spectroscopic results collected by 

Geiselhardt et al. shows that Cocc. sept. tarsal fluid contains a mixture of saturated and 

unsaturated, as well as branched and unbranched hydrocarbons [18]. While seemingly 

innocuous, the presence of a hydrocarbon mixture may help explain an unusual pattern 

observed in the change in amplitude of the CH2 and CH3 symmetric stretches as surface 

hydrophobicity is increased. Specifically, we observed an increase in CH3/CH2 ordering 

ratio with increased surface hydrophobicity, while also observing a decrease in absolute 

magnitude of both CH3 and CH2 symmetric stretch amplitudes. A pure, unbranched, layer 

of hydrocarbon chains, when brought into contact with a hydrophobic surface, will readily 

order and closely pack such that the chains of methylene groups exhibit local 

centrosymmetry. This then leads to a decrease in fitted peak amplitude. However, the 

end-chain methyl groups do not share this centrosymmetry the interface, which leads to 

a substantial increase in peak amplitude under the same circumstances. Our results 

appear to show that order, and thus amplitude, is reducing for both methyl and methylene 
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symmetric moieties; however, the methylene symmetric mode experiences a much larger 

amplitude loss allowing the ordering ratio to increase as expected as the substrate is 

varied from PEO, to CaF2 to PS. In contrast, a hydrocarbon layer, with branched 

hydrocarbons mixed into it, adds additional methyl groups to the interface, which 

increases CH3 symmetric centrosymmetry, decreases order and thusly decreases peak 

amplitude [Figure 4.4]. In summation, the results of this study provide corroborating 

evidence that the layer of adhesive fluid interacting with environmental surfaces primarily 

or entirely consists of a mixture of linear and branched hydrocarbons.  

Within the broader context of the mechanisms which dictate success or failure of 

adhesion of Cocc. sept., the positive, linear relationship between substrate hydrophobicity 

and hydrocarbon ordering ratio matches inversely with adhesive force tests of similar 

species on comparable surfaces [Figure 4.5] [24]. In multiple instances, these beetles 

exhibited significantly larger traction forces on smooth, hydrophilic substrates than on 

smooth, hydrophobic ones [10, 12]. Considering the beetle’s adhesive fluid has 

consistently been classified as oily, the kinematic results appeared counterintuitive, as an 

oily fluid should have more readily wet a hydrophobic surface, amplifying interaction 

forces and by result adhesive forces.  

However, by utilizing the information gained from our SFG experiments, the kinematic 

observations can be clearly correlated to a reduction of friction forces between insect foot 

and surface via the greatly enhanced ordering of hydrocarbon chains within the adhesive 

fluid interfacial layer. This is extremely important, because traditional logic has centered 

on the adhesive fluid evolving such that it maximizes adhesive force absolutely in all 

cases. Instead, our results, combined with existing literature, support a more nuanced 

purpose for insect foot fluid - one in which it optimizes contact for both efficient foot 

adhesion and retraction by enhancing some contact forces (capillary, Van der Waals) and 

reducing others (static and dynamic friction). After all, seven-spotted ladybird beetles 

spend much of their lives on the waxy surfaces of leaves, both hunting aphids and 

avoiding predation by larger animals. Thus, rapid locomotion is equally as important to 

their survival as successful adhesion. 
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4.5 Conclusions 

This study emphasizes the importance of understanding the interface when 

determining the mechanisms which control naturally evolved wet adhesives. Ultimately, 

the goal of studying insect wet adhesion the ability to thoroughly define the kinematic and 

chemical mechanics, such that they can be translated into design of a biomimetic product 

which makes adhesion more reliable, tenacious and adaptable. To this end, the kinematic 

properties of insect wet adhesion have been thoroughly studied for a large number of 

species, and many specific observations have been agreed upon. Some examples 

include the advantage of hairy foot pads to smooth foot pads on rough surfaces, the 

importance of maintaining natural fluid composition to the ability to stick and the 

adaptation of fluid composition to maximally benefit an insect species in its natural habitat. 

However, exploration of chemical mechanisms has been hindered by the lack of 

accessibility to tools with the necessary sensitivity to analyze nano- to picoliter sized 

droplets of fluid at the interface of interaction with a substrate.  

In doing this for the adhesive foot fluid of the seven-spotted ladybird beetle, we have 

shown that several of the kinematic observations have a greater significance to the overall 

success of adhesion than previously thought. Specifically, we found spectral evidence 

that the beetle’s fluid has a consistent composition organized at the fluid-substrate 

interface regardless of substrate hydrophobicity. Furthermore, fits of these spectra 

indicate that the ordered molecules contributing to the observed amplitudes for CH3 and 

CH2 symmetric modes are most likely a mixture of linear and branched hydrocarbons. 

This agrees well with recent mass spectrometric analysis of Cocc. sept. fluid. Lastly, the 

hydrocarbon ordering ratios on each substrate were compared to kinematic 

measurements of these beetles’ traction force, which led to the conclusion that reduction 

of force on hydrophobic substrates is most likely due decreasing static friction as the 

hydrocarbon surface layer becomes well aligned. Most importantly, we believe that the 

original question, “what makes the insect stick so well?” is too limited in scope. Rather, 

the question must be “what makes the insect optimized for all forms of locomotion?”  

To mimic beetle adhesive fluid for design of novel bioadhesives, it is still necessary to 

determine the sensitivity of interfacial hydrocarbon ordering to changes in the 
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branched/unbranched hydrocarbon composition. For instance, we must know that if our 

biomimetic adhesive is exposed to surfaces which are “dirty” (i.e. covered in 

hydrocarbons), what effect this will have on adhesive performance. For seven-spotted 

ladybird beetles, interfacial composition is key – fluid viscosity, foot static and dynamic 

friction, substrate compatibility and many more variables are largely influenced by this 

factor. However, this beetles’ adhesive fluid composition appears to be less diverse than 

previously thought. Ultimately, to determine if interfacial composition is a determining 

factor for all insect wet adhesion, the fluid of insects known to have more diverse, complex 

fluids must also be studied.  
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4.6 Figures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 – Relative abundance of unbranched, monobranched and 

multibranched hydrocarbons (as a proportion of all unsaturated 

hydrocarbons) in the tarsal fluid of Coccinella sept. as reported in 

Geiselhardt et al. 2011. 
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Figure 4.2 – Hypothesized view of the surface ordering of ladybird beetle adhesive fluid when contacted 

with hydrophilic and hydrophobic substrates. Hydrophilic sugars and carbohydrates and polar domains 

of alcohols and lipids predicted to interact and order on the PEO substrate, while hydrocarbons and 

apolar domains of lipids and alcohols predicted to interact and order on the PS substrate.  
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Figure 4.3 – CH region spectra in SSP and PPP polarization combinations of dPS substrates with beetle footprints 

(black circles), spectral fit (red line), and without footprints (black dots) a). Same spectra on CaF2 substrate b). Same 

spectra on dPEO substrate c). The primary modes observed in each of the SSP spectra are the CH2 symmetric stretch 

(near 2858 cm-1), the CH3 symmetric stretch (near 2880 cm-1) and the CH3 fermi resonance (near 2932 cm-1). PPP 

spectra include two additional modes, the CH2 fermi stretch (near 2900 cm-1) and the CH2 antisymmetric stretch (near 

2955 cm-1).  
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Figure 4.4 – Experimentally determined ordering at adhesive fluid – substrate interface for each of the three 

substrates. Differences in measured hydrocarbon ordering ratio explained by change in substrate water contact 

angle and presence of branched and unbranched hydrocarbons at the interface.  
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Figure 4.5 - Plot of characteristic hydrocarbon ordering ratio vs. water contact angle (red) and traction 

force vs. water contact angle adapted from Hosada and Gorb 2012 (black).  
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 4.7 Supporting Information 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.S1 - Schematic of sample placement - beetle footprints are placed in the center 

of the CaF2 window – SFG interrogation takes place only within the shaded region a). 

Exploded diagram of experimental set-up – visible and IR beams are overlapped in 

backside reflection to ensure SFG signal is generated only from the polymer-footprint 

interface b).  
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Figure 4.S2 – 1 x 1 μm scan of deuterated PEO thin film on CaF2 substrate and calculated 

RMS roughness (below figure) a). 1 x 1 μm scan of deuterated PS thin film on CaF2 substrate 

and calculated RMS roughness b).   
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Figure 4.S3 – C-D stretching region spectra for deuterated PEO thin film before and after addition of adhesive 

fluid a). Raw data is represented by open dots, fits are represented by solid lines. C-D stretching region spectra 

for deuterated PS thin film before and after addition of adhesive fluid b). 
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Figure 4.S4 – C=O stretching region spectra for deuterated PEO thin film a) CaF2 substrate b) deuterated PS 

thin film c) before and after addition of adhesive fluid. 
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Abstract  

There is substantial motivation to develop novel adhesives which take advantage 

of the superior tenacity and adaptability of many natural animal adhesives; however, the 

tools typically used to study these mechanisms are incapable of determining the precise 

interactions of molecules at an adhesive interface. In this study, a surface specific, order 

sensitive vibrational spectroscopy called sum frequency generation (SFG) is, for the first 

time, combined with multiple bulk characterization techniques to examine a novel, simple 

biomimetic beetle tarsal adhesive fluid. Insects have complex adhesive demands, 

including sticking, climbing vertically and hanging upside-down with little difficulty. Thus, 

we hypothesize that both bulk and surface specific properties of the fluid contribute to the 

success of this adhesive mechanism. SFG spectra of biomimetic emulsion exhibited 

similar hydrocarbon organization on hydrophobic and hydrophilic substrates to natural 

beetle fluid. Bulk characterization techniques indicated that the emulsion had a shear-

thinning profile conducive to enhanced traction force during climbing and low surface 

tension ideal for surface wetting on all surfaces. Multi-technique comparisons between 

emulsion and pure squalane revealed that a hydrocarbon only fluid could not replicate the 
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traction promoting properties of the emulsion. We conclude that the beetle tarsal fluid 

adhesive mechanism relies upon contributions from both surface-specific properties 

optimizing traction force and lubrication and bulk properties promoting rapid surface 

wetting and moderating pull-off force for fast escape.  

 

5.1 Introduction  

Nature has been designing novel adhesive systems for millions of years and the 

study of one such system, insect tarsal adhesion, has led to improvements in materials 

design such as non-stick surfaces and climbing robots [1, 2]. However, these 

improvements have focused on mimicry of the physical structure of insect feet, only one-

half of the hypothesized adhesive system. The other half is a fluid secreted from insect 

pads which mediates contact between foot and surface [3, 4]. Many studies have shown 

that this fluid was vital to the ability of insects to walk and climb without slipping and sliding 

on various environmental surfaces [5-13]. However, a consensus explanation for 

precisely how this fluid aids adhesion does not currently exist.  

The composition of various insect species has been analyzed directly, using 

techniques such as mass spectrometry, and indirectly, by assessing its interaction with 

various chemicals and surfaces [10, 14-18]. Mass spectrometry results have concluded 

that insect adhesive fluid consists of branched and unbranched, long and short chain 

hydrocarbons, fatty acids, sugars, and alcohols [16, 19]. Overall, beetle adhesive has 

been suggested to be an oil-in-water emulsion, as this would be an ideal contacting fluid 

for its ability to spread easily on a wide range of substrates [20]. Manipulations of the 

tarsal fluid of the Colorado Potato Beetle (Leptinotarsa decemlineata), as well as traction 

force experiments of Seven-Spotted Ladybird Beetles (Coccinella septempunctata) on 

nanoporous substrates, showed that removal of just part of the fluid significantly 

diminished their adhesive force [10, 14].  Additionally, study of the traction force of Cocc. 

sept. on smooth substrates revealed that these beetles generated more force on 

hydrophilic substrates [10]. Thus, studies have consistently demonstrated that there was 

a complex relationship between the chemistry of insect adhesive fluid and the chemistry 

of the contacting surface [3, 6, 21].  
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Recently, natural Cocc. sept. fluid was studied with sum frequency generation 

(SFG) spectroscopy, a surface specific, order sensitive vibrational spectroscopy, on 

surfaces with a range of wettabilities to determine what molecular groups were surface 

active and ordered at the interface. It was hypothesized that interfacial chemistry and 

molecular order were dynamic; however, it was instead found that interfacial fluid 

consisted of ordered hydrocarbons regardless of substrate hydrophilicity. It was 

concluded that the hydrocarbons were a mixture of branched and unbranched alkanes 

which were more highly ordered at hydrophobic interfaces, decreasing traction force of 

the bugs, thusly enhancing lubrication. Nevertheless, this study did not reveal a 

mechanism that explained beetle tarsal fluid adhesion. 

Therefore, in this study we designed a biomimetic beetle adhesive with the distinct 

aim of deducing the mechanism that enabled natural beetle tarsal fluid to generate 

necessary adhesive forces. We hypothesized that the fluid must take advantage of both 

surface and bulk properties to maximize traction force while generating appropriate pull-

off force. Thus, we believed that both the surface active and surface-inactive components 

of the emulsion played an important role in the insect tarsal adhesive mechanism.  

A simple, three-component biomimetic adhesive emulsion was formulated from 

squalane, deuterated stearic acid and D2O, chosen such that each component contained 

distinct chemical bonds which could be probed at the fluid-substrate interface. This 

emulsion was initially characterized with dynamic light scattering, surface tensiometry and 

rheology. SFG spectroscopy was then used to probe C-H, O-D, C-D and C=O vibrations 

at the interface between the biomimetic fluid and two surfaces - hydrophobic polystyrene 

and hydrophilic polyethylene oxide – to determine the effect of substrate chemistry on 

organization of surface active fluid molecules. The fluid was then iteratively deconstructed 

to determine the influence of the surface-inactive components on the organization of the 

surface-active layers of fluid. 

 

5.2 Materials and Methods 

5.2.1 Emulsion Formulation 
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Ten mL of squalane (96% purity, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was added to a 

scintillation vial cleaned by rinsing with ethanol and heated to 70° C. A 1 mM deuterated 

stearic acid in squalane solution was made by adding 3.2 mg of stearic-d35 acid (98 

atom% d, Sigma Aldrich) and mixing with a magnetic stir-bar at 1000 rpm. Finally, 0.5 mL 

of D2O was added dropwise and allowed to mix for three minutes. Emulsions were formed 

by ultrasonication at 60°C for two minutes. All experiments were performed with freshly 

made emulsion.  

5.2.2 Rheological and Tribological Characterization of Fluids 

The rheological behavior of the formulated emulsion, as well as pure squalane, 

was determined using a DHR3 Rheometer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) in cone-

and-plate geometry with a 60 mm, 1.01°, titanium Peltier plate. Flow sweeps were 

performed at 25°C by measuring the viscosity and shear stress of the fluids while varying 

the shear rate from 1 x 10-3 to 1000 s-1. Pull-off force measurements were performed in 

plate-plate geometry with a 20 mm, titanium plate and an initial gap size of 300 µm. The 

gap was filled with either emulsion or squalane and the axial force was zeroed. The top 

plate was lifted at a rate of 300 µm/s and the minimum axial force measured was reported 

as the pull-off force.  

5.2.3 Surface Tensiometry 

The surface tension of the emulsion and precursor fluids was measured with an 

FTA-T10 tensiometer (First Ten Angstroms, Portsmouth, VA) using a Du Nouy Ring. The 

reported surface tension was the average of ten consecutive dipping cycles. 

Measurements began only after a consistent force per wetted length peak was achieved.  

5.2.4 Substrate Preparation 

15 mm diameter CaF2 optics (International Crystal Laboratories, Garfield, NJ) 

were cleaned via successive sonication in dichloromethane, acetone and ethanol and 

spun-coat (Laurell Technologies, North Wales, PA) at 2000 rpm for 60 s with 3 wt% 

solutions of one of the following: polyethylene oxide [PEO, MW = 100,000 Da] (Sigma 

Aldrich), polystyrene [PS, MW = 35,000 Da] (Sigma Aldrich), deuterated poly-ethylene 

oxide [dPEO, MW = 8960 Da] (Polymer Source Inc., Montreal, CA) or deuterated 

polystyrene [dPS, MW = 7420 Da] (Polymer Source Inc.) in toluene. Films were then 
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baked at 80°C for 20 hours at 500 mtorr to remove excess solvent. We have previously 

shown that this produced optically transparent polymer films of ~100 nm in thickness. 

Substrates were stored under N2 atmosphere in sealed petri dishes until use to prevent 

contamination. 

5.2.5 Sum Frequency Generation Spectroscopy 

An EKSPLA Nd:YAG laser, operating at 50 Hz, was used to generate both a fixed 

visible (532 nm-1) and tunable IR beam (1000-4000 cm-1) via sequential pumping 

through an EKSPLA optical parametric generation/amplification and difference frequency 

unit, which utilized barium borate and AgGaS2 crystals respectively. The visible and IR 

beams (~150 μJ/pulse) were overlapped spatially and temporally at the desired interface 

to generate SFG photons, which were spectrally filtered, dispersed by a monochromator 

and detected with a gated photomultiplier tube. Both beams were focused to a ~ 1 mm 

diameter at the interface. Spectra were collected in 4 cm-1 steps with 400 acquisitions per 

step.  

SFG spectra were generated at two different polarization combinations – ssp (s-

polarized SFG, s-polarized visible, p-polarized IR) and ppp (p-polarized SFG, p-polarized 

visible, p-polarized IR) in 4 different vibrational regions (C-H – 2800-3100 cm-1; D-O – 

2450 – 2650 cm-1; C=O – 1600-1800 cm-1; C-D – 2000-2300 cm-1) through the backside 

of a CaF2 window which rests on a Teflon o-ring (ID – 7.9 mm) attached to a flat, 

cylindrical Teflon platform. The void volume of the o-ring was filled with the sample fluid 

such that the fluid was in full contact with the top window surface at all times during the 

experiment. SFG signal is optimized in each wavenumber region using an Au-coated 

CaF2 window in the same set-up. The fitting routine for SFG spectra is previously detailed 

elsewhere [22-25]. Briefly, spectra were iteratively fit to the equation below (Eq. 1) to 

determine non-resonant phase, non-resonant background (χnr), frequency (ωq), 

individual peak full width half maximum (FWHM; Γq) and individual peak amplitude (Aq).  

(Eq. 1)      χeff
(2) = χnr + �

Aq

ω2 − ωq + iΓqq

 

5.3 Results  

  5.3.1 Emulsion Characterization 
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 From visual observation, the emulsion was stable over short periods of time 

(hours) but was susceptible to aggregation of the particle phase overnight. Particle 

aggregation was supported by dynamic light scattering measurements, which determined 

the mean particle size of the emulsion to be 8.0 µm with a polydispersity index of 0.4. 

This indicated a suspension on the borderline between a medium and broad distribution 

of particle sizes [26]. Additionally, particles of various sizes were clearly visible in light 

microscope images of fresh emulsion (Figure 1). 

 Next, the surface tensions of emulsion as well as two control fluids: pure squalane 

and a 1 mM d-stearic acid in squalane solution, were determined (Table 5.S1). The 

surface tension of pure squalane was measured at 28.4 ± 0.1 mN/m, which was 

consistent with the reported literature value of 28 mN/m [27]. The surface tension of the 

1 mM d-stearic acid in squalane solution was lower at 27.1 ± 0.1 mM/m, which was 

expected due to the amphiphilic nature of stearic acid [28]. Finally, the emulsion had a 

surface tension of 27.5 ± 0.1 mN/m. Overall, the surface tensions of all three fluids were 

consistent with the estimated surface tension of a hydrophobic secretion (~30 mN/m) [29]. 

Rheometry experiments of both the emulsion and pure squalane revealed distinctly 

different viscosity profiles. Unsurprisingly the viscosity of a film of pure squalane was 

constant (29 mPa*s) across a wide range of shear rates, which was consistent with the 

many previous analyses of the hydrocarbon as a low viscosity Newtonian fluid [30]. 

However, viscosity measurements taken from a film of emulsion provided a shear-

thinning profile, with a very small yield stress of ~0.01 Pa. Additionally, a plate-plate 

geometry was used to determine the pull-off adhesive strength of the two fluids. There 

was no difference in the tackiness of the emulsion compared to the hydrocarbon, with 

forces of 0.533 ± 0.009 and 0.527 ± 0.007 respectively (Table 5.S2).  

5.3.2 SFG Spectroscopy 

As previously mentioned, the composition of the emulsion was carefully selected 

to allow for isolation of representative molecular bonds from each component in separate 

vibrational regions, which were measured with SFG spectroscopy. This allowed for the 

determination of which components in the fluid were surface active. For example, the C-

H stretching region (2800 - 3000 cm-1) was used to measure ordered modes at the 
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interface corresponding to squalane as the only source of methyl and methylene modes 

was that component of the emulsion. Likewise, the O-D stretching region (2450 - 2650 

cm-1) was used to observe D2O at the interface, while the C-D (2000 - 2350 cm-1) and 

C=O (1650 - 1800 cm-1) regions were for observing d-stearic acid vibrational modes.  

SFG spectra of emulsion at dPEO and dPS surfaces in SSP polarization 

combination at the C-H stretching region are shown in Figure 2b. Four vibrational modes 

were observed in both spectra: near 2855 cm-1, 2880 cm-1, 2914 cm-1 and 2935 cm-1, 

corresponding to CH2 symmetric, CH3 symmetric, CH2 asymmetric and CH3 fermi modes 

respectively [22, 31-34]. All of these modes were also observed in SSP, C-H region 

spectra of the natural Cocc. sept. fluid on the same substrates, except for the CH2 

asymmetric mode (Figure 2a). Spectra of the emulsion at the same surfaces in PPP 

polarization combination produced substantially different spectral profiles. Five total 

modes were observed in PPP spectra: near 2864 cm-1, 2884 cm-1, 2900 cm-1, 2925 cm-1 

and 2962 cm-1 corresponding to CH2 symmetric, CH3 symmetric, CH (tertiary), CH2 

asymmetric and CH3 asymmetric vibrational modes respectively (Figure 5.S1). However, 

unlike in SSP combination, the same set of modes were not present across spectra of 

fluid on both surfaces, with the CH2 and CH3 symmetric and CH2 asymmetric modes 

absent in the emulsion – dPS spectrum. 

The relative ratio of CH3 symmetric to CH2 symmetric stretch amplitudes has been 

shown to be indicative of the relative organization of a layer of hydrocarbons, with larger 

values indicating a more uniform angle in relation to the surface [31, 35]. These values, 

and the trend between substrates, were similar for the same substrates in the natural and 

biomimetic fluid spectra, with values of 3.46 ± 0.40 and 1.03 ± 0.07 for the dPS and dPEO 

spectra of the natural fluid and 4.47 ± and 1.70 ± for spectra of the same surfaces with 

biomimetic fluid. However, there was one major difference between the C-H SSP spectra 

of the natural and biomimetic fluids – the presence of a peak corresponding to CH2 

asymmetric stretching near 2914 cm-1 in the latter (Figure 2b). Previous SFG studies of 

alkane chains oriented towards the surface normal at solid/air and liquid/air interfaces 

have shown that the CH2 asymmetric stretch has a substantially lower intensity in SSP 

compared to PPP or SPS polarization combinations. In this study, this trend was 
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reversed, with stronger peak amplitude in SSP than PPP spectra. The mode amplitude 

was particularly strong at the hydrophobic surface – at which squalane would interact with 

more favorably. One explanation for this result is that squalane has been shown, via 

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations for squalane on hydrophilic silicon, to prefer a chain 

orientation parallel to solid surfaces with its methyl side chains arranged perpendicular 

from the chain (Figure 3) [36, 37]. As mode amplitudes are sensitive to beam polarization 

as well as molecular bond orientation and order, it follows that a substantial rotation in 

chain angle could have led to the observed shifting in preference for the CH2 asymmetric 

stretch from PPP to SSP polarization combination [38]. Thus, although organization of 

squalane chains at the emulsion interface was consistent with organization of 

hydrocarbons in natural adhesive fluid, the squalane layers were rotated perpendicularly 

from the natural fluid hydrocarbons. Lastly, spectra of the emulsion at non-deuterated 

substrates collected in the other three (O-D, C-D, C=O) stretching regions did not produce 

any SFG signal originating from either the D2O or d-stearic acid molecules at either 

substrate (Figures 5.S2 and 5.S3). This was consistent with characterizations of natural 

Cocc. sept. fluid, in which hydrocarbons were shown to be the only surface-active 

component.  

Next, spectra of pure squalane and a 1 mM d-stearic acid in squalane solution at 

PEO and PS surfaces were compared to emulsion spectra to determine the whether 

surface-inactive components of the emulsion (d-stearic acid, D2O) influenced the 

organization of the interfacially-active squalane molecules. While spectra were collected 

in all four regions (C-H, O-D, C-D, C=O) again, we only observed signal in C-H region 

spectra for each of the control fluids. The four modes previously identified in C-H SSP 

spectra were present in both control fluids spectra; however, an additional mode was 

observed near 2868 cm-1 (Figure 4). Due to the wavenumber proximity of this mode to the 

CH3 symmetric mode near 2880 cm-1, we attributed this mode to the resonance created 

by the dimethyl branching at either end of squalane molecules. Interestingly, it was only 

clearly observed in pure squalane spectra for both surfaces [39]. There were distinctly 

different trends in amplitude for the CH2 symmetric, CH3 symmetric and CH2 asymmetric 

modes observed between the hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces and across the set 

of fluids. For example, the CH2 asymmetric stretch amplitude decreased from emulsion 
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to squalane/d-stearic acid to squalane only spectra at the PS surface (Figure 4b); 

however, at the PEO surface, the amplitude was initially negligible, increased for the 

squalane/d-stearic acid solution and was then negligible again for squalane (Figure 4a). 

Similarly, on the PS surface the CH2 symmetric stretch was greater for the control fluids 

compared to the emulsion, but on the PEO surface the amplitude initially decreased for 

the squalane/d-stearic acid solution and then increased substantially for squalane only. 

Overall, the mode amplitude trends in this experiment showed that the removal of an 

amphiphilic molecule and D2O led to apparent changes in the organization of interfacial 

squalane, although the specific changes were unique to the wettability of the contacting 

surface. However, on both surfaces the emulsion spectra exhibited greater organization 

of interfacial squalane layers than pure squalane.  

5.4 Discussion  

 One of the strongest instincts many beetles have is negative geotaxis – climbing 

upwards in response to environmental stressors [40, 41]. To evaluate the role of secreted 

tarsal fluid in the adhesion of these insects, promotion of climbing ability must be 

considered as a vital function. However, several other factors must also be taken into 

account. For instance, a beetle standing upright and still on a flat substrate must generate 

enough contact with the surface to prevent sliding but must not generate too much 

adhesive force that it cannot detach from the surface to escape danger. A successful 

adhesive fluid must also be able to handle transitioning from wet to dry, smooth to rough, 

hydrophobic to hydrophilic or upright to inclined or inverted without failure. Thus, an ideal 

beetle tarsal adhesive fluid would utilize a mechanism which was inherently complex – 

no single characteristic of the fluid responsible for mitigating all of the aforementioned 

challenges singularly. 

While there have been many attempts to ascertain this mechanism using kinematic 

experiments, surface analytical approaches have been underutilized. Thus, this study 

used SFG, a surface-specific, order sensitive nonlinear vibrational spectroscopy, to 

investigate the organization of molecules within the biomimetic emulsion at the surface of 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic substrates. As previously introduced, this technique was 

recently used to probe natural Cocc. sept. tarsal adhesive and it was found that a layer 
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of branched and unbranched hydrocarbons organized at all substrate surfaces with 

organization dependent upon substrate wettability. It has been shown that beetles 

exhibited significantly different traction forces depending upon the wettability of the 

contacting surface [8, 9]. An inverse relationship existed between the ordering of a layer 

of hydrocarbons at the interface and the magnitude of traction force measured on similar 

surfaces. Thus, it was concluded that the fluid enhanced traction force on hydrophilic 

substrates, where an oily fluid would interact less strongly, and increased lubrication of 

hydrophobic substrates, where interactions would naturally be stronger.   

Yet, limiting factors such as the very small volume (pL) of fluid droplets and the 

suspected volatility of some components of the fluid limited the ability to definitively 

conclude whether chemical surface analytical results were representative of the complete 

mechanism [17]. In this study, a biomimetic emulsion was created in quantities with which 

fluid volume and chemistry could be carefully controlled during SFG experiments. 

Resultant SFG spectra provided clear evidence that the hydrocarbon component, 

squalane, was the only substrate-active chemical in the emulsion. Additionally, the 

emulsion displayed very similar hydrocarbon chain organization (CH3/CH2 stretching 

ratios) to the natural Cocc. sept. fluid (Figure 2). Both results supported the previous 

conclusion that a surface-active hydrocarbon component in beetle tarsal fluid was 

responsible for moderating traction and lubrication in response to changing environmental 

surface chemistry.  

However, rheological testing of the biomimetic fluid revealed the additional benefit 

of an emulsion to generation of traction force. The resistance of the hydrophilic particle 

phase against the hydrophobic bulk phase when shear was applied, led to a shear-

thinning non-Newtonian fluid with a small yield stress (Figure 5.S4) [42]. The higher 

viscosity exhibited by a fluid with this profile during events with very low or no shear rate, 

such as clinging on inclined surfaces, would be ideal for slip prevention [3, 42, 43]. 

However, the shear rate applied by this system at average beetle walking speed (~5 

mm/s) and with a biomimetic fluid layer 100 nm thick (a conservative estimate of natural 

fluid thickness) would be well above the rate necessary for the fluid to exhibit a constant, 

low viscosity like that of pure squalane (Figure 5.S4) [3, 44]. Thus, this fluid would provide 
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a beetle resistance to sliding on inclined surfaces at rest without increasing the effort 

required to resume movement. Combined, a slip-resistant bulk structure and a lubricating 

surface layer sensitive to substrate chemistry indicated that the tarsal adhesive fluid 

mechanism was well-designed to support the climbing instinct of beetles. 

Despite this conclusion, it has been hypothesized that some beetle fluids may 

consist only of hydrocarbons [11, 14, 16]. Thus, it was necessary to determine whether a 

fluid consisting of only hydrocarbon molecules reasonably replicated the adhesive 

properties of the biomimetic emulsion. Squalane, a low viscosity, low surface tension fluid 

has been shown to have low cohesive forces, which can be correlated to both easier filling 

of small asperities and faster de-wetting from a surface [20, 45, 46]. These properties 

would be desired for maximizing contact area and pull-off adhesive force. In fact, if the 

only consideration for adhesion was pull-off force and surface wetting, pure squalane may 

be considered an ideal mimic for beetle adhesive fluid. It generated the same pull-off force 

as the emulsion in this study while having a comparable surface tension (Figure 5.S5 and 

Tables 5.S1 and 5.S2).  

However, we have established traction force to be at least as important as these 

factors, if not more so [47, 48]. Consequently, comparing the SFG spectra of emulsion 

versus pure squalane on hydrophobic and hydrophilic substrates revealed clear 

differences in the organization of squalane layers between the two fluids on each 

substrate (Figure 3). Most importantly, the contrast in ordering ratio observed in both the 

emulsion and natural Cocc. sept. fluid spectra were not present between the squalane 

spectra on each substrate.  This corresponded to no difference in traction force between 

the hydrophobic and hydrophilic substrate, which was inconsistent with beetle kinematic 

experiments.  Thus, the emulsion was the only fluid which combined the low surface 

tension spreading advantages to control pull off force and the dynamic organizational 

response to substrate hydrophobicity to optimize traction force. Furthermore, we have 

demonstrated that the surface inactive components of the biomimetic tarsal adhesive fluid 

– the water and stearic acid which form the particle phase of the emulsion – clearly 

influence the organization of the surface active squalane layers and by extension the 

adhesive properties of the fluid. 
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5.5 Conclusions 

Our experiments on natural and biomimetic beetle adhesives have shown that the 

interfacial interactions between fluid and substrate are an important component of the 

foot adhesive mechanism, ensuring lubrication of the foot during movement across 

different surface as well as maintaining sufficient surface contact via low surface tension. 

However, chemistry of the bulk, surface-inactive fluid played an equally important role by 

bestowing a shear-thinning profile to the fluid and regulating the magnitude of traction 

forces generated by influencing order of the interfacial components (Figure 4).  

An immediate application of biomimetic beetle tarsal adhesive is in the 

development of climbing robots, as the fluid resists shear well while generating relatively 

small pull-off forces. This would minimize the necessary energy input for successive 

climbs. However, work is still needed to improve the stability the oil-in-water emulsion. In 

this study, composition was limited to naturally occurring chemicals with very specific 

molecular bonds so that each chemical could be tracked. Future formulations may explore 

surfactants which have stronger affinities for water to prevent aggregation of particles 

above micron sizes. Regardless, herein we have shown that a combination of surface 

specific and bulk analytical techniques can be used to carefully determine a complex 

adhesive mechanism developed by nature. 
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5.6 Figures  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 – Microscope image of biomimetic emulsion in 10x (a) and 50x (b) magnification.  
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Figure 5.2 – SFG spectra in the C-H stretching region and SSP polarization combination 
of a) natural Cocc. sept. tarsal fluid on PEO and PS substrates and b) biomimetic 
emulsion on PEO and PS substrates. Three vibrational modes were observed in all four 
spectra: near 2855 cm-1, 2880 cm-1 and 2935 cm-1 corresponding to CH2 symmetric, CH3 
symmetric and CH3 fermi vibrational modes respectively. One mode is unique to the 
biomimetic emulsion/substrate interfaces, the CH2 asymmetric stretch near 2914 cm-1, 
likely due to different orientation of surface hydrocarbons between natural and biomimetic 
fluids. Relative SFG intensity of CH3 and CH2 symmetric modes and the change in this 
intensity as hydrophobicity is increased is similar between natural and biomimetic fluid 
interfaces.  
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Figure 5.3 – SFG Spectra of biomimetic emulsion and control fluids at PEO (a) and PS 
(b) surfaces in the C-H vibrational region and SSP polarization combination. Spectra 
and fits are represented by black circles and red dots, respectively. Five vibrational 
modes were observed in all of the spectra: near 2855 cm-1, 2868 cm-1, 2880 cm-1, 2914 
cm-1 and 2935 cm-1 corresponding to CH2 symmetric, CH3 symmetric, CH2 asymmetric 
and CH3 fermi vibrations, respectively. Colored bars indicate vibrational mode locations 
on a layer of squalane molecules present at the interface. Black arrows indicate relative 
change in mode amplitude from the same mode in the spectrum above it.  
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Figure 5.4 – Diagram illustrating the purpose of beetle tarsal adhesion (left) and the 
corresponding properties of natural and biomimetic beetle tarsal adhesive fluid which 
allow it to perform its necessary functions (right).  
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5.7 Supporting Information 

 The primary aim of this study was to formulate a simple, biomimetic beetle tarsal 

adhesive in large quantities and with a known composition such that the chemical 

mechanisms governing this type of fluid-mediated adhesion could be better understood. 

Before surface chemical analysis could be performed, it was necessary to characterize 

our biomimetic adhesive to ensure that the bulk properties of the fluid matched well with 

previous classifications of bulk natural beetle adhesive. Therefore, we initially determined 

the droplet size, surface tension, rheological profile and pull-off force of the emulsion for 

comparison. 

 Previous microscopy characterization of the tarsal fluid of the Asian weaver ant 

(Oecophylla smaragdina) and stick insect (Carausius morosus) have shown two distinct 

chemical phases, with internal phase diameters of approximately 5 µm and 0.5 µm 

respectively. As previously mentioned, no direct measurement currently exists of an 

internal “volatile” phase within Cocc. sept. tarsal fluid, although AFM experiments 

estimated a volume loss of a single droplet at ~25% over the course of an hour at ambient 

temperature and pressure.  Thus, parameters were set in this study for an emulsion with 

micron-sized particles and an internal phase of </=25%. Initial attempts at emulsion 

formulation attempted to integrate up to 2.5 mL (25% v/v) of D2O into the internal phase. 

However, we found that increasing the volume of D2O above 5% v/v led to immediate 

phase separation between D2O and squalane without particle formation. Conversely, 5% 

v/v D2O led to stable water-in-oil emulsions with mean particle sizes of 8.0 µm. To 

maximize similarity to both desired length and volume parameters, this formulation was 

used in further experiments.  

 Rheological characterization of natural insect adhesive fluids has been recently 

explored to explain the difference in attachment abilities between various insects. 

Determination of not only the viscosity, but also whether the fluid behaves Newtonian or 

non-Newtonian has been considered a major factor in understanding foot adhesion 

tenacity in the shear direction (also known as traction force). For example, a non-

Newtonian fluid will provide greater traction force and thus greater resistance to sliding 

when insects climb vertical or severely inclined surfaces. In this study, the biomimetic 
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emulsion displayed a non-Newtonian, shear-thinning profile with a very small yield stress 

of ~0.01 Pa (Figure 5.S4). At higher shear rates, the emulsion maintained a viscosity that 

closely resembled the viscosity of pure squalane (~30 mPa*s) which had a Newtonian 

profile. The shear-thinning profile of our biomimetic emulsion was consistent with studies 

of the Asian weaver ant, which had internal phases of roughly the same size. However, 

tarsal fluid of the Colorado potato beetle (Leptinotarsa decemlineata) as well as Cocc. 

sept. was found to be Newtonian in nature with 100 mPa*s and 22 mPa*s viscosities 

respectively. While our biomimetic emulsion more closely resembled the Oeco. smar. fluid 

in terms of profile, its viscosity of 30 mPa*s at higher shear rate is very close to the value 

of 22 mPa*s measured for Cocc. sept. However, resistance to flow in the shear direction 

is only half of the story when it comes to beetle adhesion – a beetle’s ability to generate 

the proper amount of adhesive force in the tensile direction (also known as pull-off force) 

is vital for both hanging and enabling so called “fast escape” from a surface in the face of 

danger. In this study, we observed no change in pull-off force between a liquid film of 

biomimetic emulsion and pure squalane (Figure 5.S5). While this may seem 

counterintuitive, a recent study, which manipulated the chemical composition of Lept. 

decem. fluid found that replacement of the natural adhesive fluid with n-alkanes had an 

insignificant effect on attachment force. This is likely because a water-in-oil emulsion with 

a low v/v% internal phase has highly similar surface tension to pure alkane. This was 

demonstrated in our study, wherein the surface tensions of the biomimetic emulsion and 

pure squalane differed by slightly more than 3%. Overall, the similarities to natural beetle 

adhesive that our emulsion exhibited across a spectrum of physical properties allowed 

for the determination that it was an acceptable mimic.  
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Figure 5.S1 – PPP polarization combination, C-H region (2800 – 3000 cm-1) spectra 
(black circles) and fits (red lines) for biomimetic emulsion and control fluids on dPEO a) 
and dPS b) surfaces. 
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Figure 5.S2 – SFG spectra of biomimetic emulsion at PEO and PS substrates in the C-D 
stretching region (2000 – 2300 cm-1). Red circles represent spectra where emulsion is 
present, black circles represent spectra of bare substrate. 
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Figure 5.S3 – SFG spectra of biomimetic emulsion at PEO and PS substrates in the C=O 
stretching region (1650 – 1800 cm-1). Red circles represent spectra where emulsion is 
present, black circles represent spectra of bare substrate. 
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Figure 5.S4 – Viscosity profiles of squalane, squalane with 1 mM d-stearic acid and pure 
squalane.  
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Figure 5.S5 – Pull-off force measurements of squalane and biomimetic emulsion fluids 
performed on a rheometer in parallel plate geometry.  
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Fluid Surface Tension 
(mN/m) 

Squalane 28.4 ± 0.1 

Squalane/d-Stearic Acid (1 mM) 27.1 ± 0.1 

 Emulsion 27.5 ± 0.1 

  

Table 5.S1 – Surface tension results for all three experimental fluids 
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Fluid Trial 
Pull-Off Force 

(N) Average Force (N) 
Std. 
Dev.  

Emulsion 
1 0.522 

0.533 0.009 2 0.537 
3 0.539 

Squalane 
1 0.531 

0.527 0.007 2 0.518 
3 0.530 

 

Tables 5.S2. – Pull-off force results for biomimetic emulsion and squalane  
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and Future Work  

 6.1 Summary of Results 

 The primary aim of this work was to show that complimentary analytical techniques 

could be used to systematically probe natural fluid adhesive mechanisms. For both the 

frog sticky-tongue and insect tarsal fluid adhesive systems, it was shown how 

organization and structure of molecules at adhesive interfaces contributed greatly to the 

success of the mechanism. Furthermore, a simple biomimetic insect tarsal adhesive was 

formulated to gain deeper insights into the effect of bulk composition and structure on 

both the overall adhesive properties and organization of surface-active adhesive 

molecules.  

 Frog tongue mucus was collected from tongue strikes and analyzed with a set of 

complementary surface analytical techniques - NEXAFS spectroscopy and SFG 

spectroscopy. NEXAFS images showed a uniform distribution of bond orbitals for various 

carbon and nitrogen bond orbitals associated with glycoproteins. NEXAFS angle-

dependent spectra revealed that glycoprotein backbone amide bonds were arranged in 

helical structures consistent with fibrillation of proteins. SFG spectra indicated that side 

chains from the glycoprotein backbone were pointed away from the mucus surface. It was 

concluded that glycoprotein mucus molecules fibrillate under the strain of tongue 

retraction, creating a pressure-sensitive adhesive mechanism. 

 Next, interactions of natural insect tarsal adhesive fluid with substrates of varying 

wettability were examined with SFG spectroscopy. A layer of hydrocarbons was observed 

to organize at the fluid-substrate interface regardless of substrate wettability, which 

contradicted our hypothesis. This hydrocarbon layer was shown to consist of a mixture of 

branched and unbranched hydrocarbons and exhibited distinctly different chain 

organization depending upon the substrate of contact, with more uniform organization on 

hydrophobic surfaces. This difference in organization was correlated directly with 

previously measured variance in traction for generated for beetles on similar substrates, 

with less organization tied to more traction force and vice versa. We concluded that fluid 

chemistry was not dynamic at the insect tarsal fluid-substrate interface, but fluid 

organization was dynamic, and this had important consequences for adhesion. 
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 Finally, a simple, three component biomimetic insect tarsal emulsion was 

formulated to resolve the precise mechanisms governing all aspects of insect foot 

adhesion. SFG spectra of the biomimetic emulsion showed hydrocarbons were the only 

substrate-active molecule, just as in the natural fluid study. Likewise, organization of this 

hydrocarbon layer was comparable to that of natural fluid when substrate hydrophobicity 

was varied. Comparison of the biomimetic emulsion to a fluid of pure squalane using 

surface tension, rheology and SFG measurements showed that the emulsion had nearly 

identical surface tension, but a very different rheological profile and organizational 

response to substrate wettability than pure squalane. Therefore, we concluded that only 

an emulsion fluid structure provided the optimal balance of traction force promotion, low 

surface tension for filling asperities and consistent pull-off force for fast escape.  

 6.2 Future Directions 

6.2.1 Real-Time Analysis of Frog Tongue Mucus Structure Change in 
Response to Strain 

 In Chapter 3, we determined that glycoprotein molecules at the mucus-tongue 

surface fibrillate under the strain of tongue pulling during prey retraction. However, the 

experimental design only allowed for a static time analysis of the mechanism. Observing 

the structure of glycoprotein molecules at the interface as the strain applied was varied 

from zero to maximum would allow for a more thorough characterization of the adhesive 

mechanism. Additionally, it would allow for the comparison of the frog sticky-tongue 

mechanism to other animal mucus systems which are not capable of generating the same 

adhesive force. For instance, Bovine Submaxillary Mucin (cow mucus), a readily available 

glycoprotein mucus, could be used as a comparison system to frog tongue mucus. SFG 

spectroscopy could be utilized to monitor the secondary and tertiary structure of frog or 

tongue mucus pinned between two surfaces which are slowly separated. Differences in 

the structural response to strain may explain why frog tongue mucus is uniquely adapted 

for adhesion.  

  6.2.2 Mechanistic Study of the Adhesive Fluid of Flat-Pad Insects 

 In Chapters 4 and 5, the mechanisms governing the tarsal adhesion of insects 

were determined. While these mechanisms were generalized for all fluid secreting 
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insects, there are many that have a distinctly different tarsal anatomy – no setae. Setae 

have been shown to enhance the magnitude of adhesive force that insect generated with 

their feet.  

Thus, removal of this feature would imply that the adhesive demands of these 

insects, such as climbing, sticking and hanging, could be met with the pad and fluid only. 

This may require the adhesive fluid to utilize different mechanisms. Using complimentary 

surface analytical techniques, the surface composition of flat-pad and hairy-pad insects 

could be compared with Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry and the 

organization of these molecules could be probed with SFG spectroscopy. Determination 

of the adaptations nature makes to similar mechanisms with different demands would 

inform the design of new adhesives which could withstand deformations or wearing of the 

backing material over time. 

6.3.3 Development and Testing of Stable Biomimetic Adhesive 

In Chapter 5, we developed a simple, three component biomimetic emulsion with 

chemistry specifically chosen to isolate vibrational bonds for analysis with SFG 

spectroscopy. This fluid was a successful mimic for natural insect tarsal adhesive and 

was stable over the course of the experiment but was not stable for long periods of time 

(days). One potential reason for this was that choice of chemicals was limited to 

molecules which could reasonably exist in natural insect tarsal adhesive.  

Now that the mechanism governing this adhesion has been determined, fluid 

composition could be modified to improve stability in terms of both aggregation of particles 

and temperature stability. To do this, the composition could be systematically varied and 

the stability and fluid properties could be tested using freeze/thaw cycles, rheological 

temperature sweeps and dynamic light scattering. The best emulsions could then be 

studied with SFG spectroscopy by collecting spectra of fluid in contact over a range of 

fluid ages (fresh, 1 day old, 3 days old, etc).  
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